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How to enter:
-Upload to our website: 

cannabiscactus.com/contests
or

-Email to:
cactus@cannabiscactus.com

Photo 
Contest

Congratulations!

#cannabiscactus
cannabiscactus.com

@stoned.adge

Winners of the Cannabis Cactus App Giveaways

Download the Cannabis Cactus App & 
Enter for your chance to win!

@little_unicornpixie

*must have valid AZ MMJ Card to win medicine
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@CannabisCactus w h e r e  i t ’ s  a t

Put your business on the map!
Cactus@cannabiscactus.com

justblaze smoke emporium
1001 E Camelback Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 252-4228

mention “cannabis cactus”

Get 15% off

Triton smoke shop
1140 N. Higley , Ste. #106
Mesa, Arizona 85205
(480) 274-3303

Delivery Available
Through Postmates

Its All Goodz
933 E University Dr
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 921-7473

With Purchase*1 per person

Free Blunt Wrap
or 20% off Glass

HANA MEDS
2095 E Northern Ave
Kingman, AZ 86409
(928) 692-0000

1732 W Commerce Point Place
Green Valley, AZ 85614
(520) 289-8030

Paraphernalia boutique
4234 W Dunlap Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85051
(623) 939-4787

$5 off purchase 
of $25 or more
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The Mint Dispensary
5210 S. Priest Dr
Tempe, AZ 85283
(928) 692-0000

first time patient at The Mint
Free Pipe + Free Lanyard

+ Choice of free gift

Local Joint
4201 E. University Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85034
(602) 437-1645

Debbie’s Dispensary
20224 North 27th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85027
(833) 332-2437

20340 N. Lake Pleasant Rd.
Peoria, AZ 85382
(833) 332-2437

Sol Flower Dispensary
1322 N. McClintock
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 795-6363

13650 N. 99th Ave.
Sun City, AZ 85351
(623) 246-8080

Nature’s Medicines
2439 W McDowell Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(480) 420-3145

$59 prepackaged ½ oz 
rotating flavors daily

16913 E. Enterprise Dr.
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
(480) 420-3135

Territory Dispensary
7200 W Chandler Blvd Ste 7
Chandler, AZ 85226
(480) 636-8032

5409 S Power Rd.
Mesa, AZ 85212
(480) 307-6880

sign up for
daily text specials
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Nirvana Center
2 North 35th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85009
(602) 730-3236

2330 North 75th Ave. #111
Phoenix, AZ 85305
(602) 786-7988

2715 S. Hardy Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282
(480) 378-6917
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In Rabin Square in Tel Aviv, Israel, citizens thought the sky was 
falling. It turned out to be bags of sticky cannabis raining down 
on them from above. A local cannabis advocacy group organized 
the event to help bring awareness to the need for proper cannabis 
legislation and announce their new initiative to spread free 
cannabis via drone. The responsible parties were subsequently 
arrested, a possible sign of the long road ahead for complete 
Israeli cannabis reform.

An estimated quarter of Europeans have consumed cannabis. 
The Jewish people cultivated hemp from present-day Spain to 
Germany as early as 70 AD. The culture of cannabis never truly 
died out, neither its use as a textile or fiber for paper production, 
nor for smoking. In small villages of Spain, it is normal to find that 
the elderly population usually grows and consumes cannabis, 
oftentimes supplying the village with flower and hash to smoke. 
Calls for legalization are becoming more fervent as quarantine 
measures have made it difficult for city dwellers to find cannabis.

Arizona MMJ patients have asked for a halloween event that 
allows adult trick or treaters to dress up in a costume and visit 
different dispensaries to pick up their treat, or trick, on the night 
of Halloween. While children trick-or-treating has been a custom 
since as early as the 1920s, the idea of adult trick-or-treating is 
still something new, especially in the recently legalized cannabis 
world. Local dispensaries have yet to commit to an organized 
event, but advocates believe it would be a great way to reach out 
to the community while respecting the same social distancing 
guidelines that AZ dispensaries currently have in place. 
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ADULT MMJ 
TRICK-OR-TREATING

DRONE DROPS 
FREE CANNABIS

Many of the most successful growing operations currently operating 
in the cannabis space are now the target of criticism from climate 
activists. Industrial growing operations, whether outdoor or indoor, 
have largely been found to follow many of the same mistakes that 
agricultural farmers have historically made - over use of chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides, water contamination, mismanagement of 
soil regeneration and destruction of wildlife.

The Dallas Police Department confiscated 47 pounds of marijuana 
en route from Los Angeles LAX to Dallas Love Field. Before 
legalization seemed like a possibility, California had already 
created the infrastructure to help supply the country with medical 
grade weed. California weed usually cost a bit more, but it seemed 
to find its way all the way to the east coast. As many states legalize 
medical and/or adult use, the black market continues to thrive, 
as legal weed sometimes doesn’t meet the standards of the 
consumer - especially at the legal price.

CLIMATE ACTIVISTS 
SPEAK OUT AGAINST 
CANNABIS GROWS

QUARANTINE EXPOSES 
NEED FOR EUROPEAN 
CANNABIS REFORM

CALIFORNIA CONTINUES 
TO SUPPLY BLACK MARKET

IMAGE CREDIT/@LexScope

STATES TO VOTE ON 
CANNABIS IN NOVEMBER

Five states will be voting on whether or not 
to legalize cannabis, either medical or recreational. Arizona, New 
Jersey and Montana will be deciding whether or not to add adult 
use cannabis to an already existing medical market, with expected 
annual sales of $700 million, $850 million and $190 million by 
2024 respectively. South Dakota is taking a bold step in proposing 
both medical and recreational use simultaneously - usually, a 
medical program is already in place before recreational use is 
considered. In Mississippi, there are two competing measures 
dealing with medical-only legalization. The first (Initiative 65) is the 
result of a citizen petition for medical marijuana, and would allow 
doctors to recommend marijuana to patients and allow it to be 
purchased by patients, all to be managed by the State Department 
of Health. The competing measure (Initiative 65A) is put forth 
by the legislature as an amendment to the first, adding stricter 
regulations for eligibility and licenses - for example, only available 
for the terminally ill. It would also leave the future creation of rules 
and a regulatory framework up to the legislature. Recreational 
sales in Mississippi are estimated at $750 million for 2024.

RESPONSIBLE
CANNABIS USE

MAKES PEOPLE
FEEL HAPPIER,

STUDY FINDS
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*independent anecdotal study
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Welcome back to another new episode packed full of informative and 
entertaining cannabis content! We are blessed to print a new episode 
each month, despite the ongoing global pandemic, and this experience 
has bonded our team more than ever.

Our staff is made of 100% MMJ patients and we feel a responsibility to 
represent our cannabis community with class and dignity. I speak for 
our team when I say how happy we are for you to pick up and read this 
issue. It encourages each writer to know that you are reading along and 
supporting the cannabis movement.

This month, we have new giveaways on the Cannabis Cactus app. Make 
sure to download the app and check the giveaways tab periodically. 
We are adding new prizes and contests weekly from amazing local and 
national cannabis brands. Your friends and family can play along too. 
We are happy to ship prizes anywhere, not including the MMJ medicine.

Heady Halloween: We are hosting a private dinner for 100 guests on 
Saturday, October 24th at Jarod’s Coffee, Tea & Gallery. This will be 
an upscale event that provides full VIP treatment for each of our 100 
guests! We have a small handful of tickets left. Search Heady Halloween 
on Eventbrite or message us directly for tickets.

Prop 207: Get ready to vote on November 3rd for the option of legal 
cannabis is Arizona! Whatever your position is, get out and vote!

Michael Cassini, Editor
mike@cannabiscactus.com
Available 24/7: 623-295-1011
cannabiscactus.com

Front Cover by Austin Cabral

More Information at CannabisCactus.com/Prop-207

#cannabiscactus
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The Basics. Decarb first. What does it mean to decarb? 

Decarbing is a function of heat and time. Without diving deeply 
into the oft confusing science, let’s imagine that bag of weed over 
there on the table. One of the great misconceptions of life is that 
un-burned bag of flowers and the THC it supposedly contains. If 
you don’t add fire to the relationship, nothing will happen to you. 
And should you want to eat the bag of weed instead of smoking 
it, again… nothing will happen, you’ll never get stoned. Ever. What 
happens when you smoke your cannabis? The THCa (the A) flies 
off with heat, in this case the fire, leaving the active THC to do its 
magic in your lungs. THC gets you stoned. THCa does nothing at 
all to your head. Sure, there are medical benefits, but if you want to 
get ripped, then you have to decarb your cannabis first! 

The same thing THCa/THC happens when you add heat to your 
cannabis in a closed container. I happen to enjoy using a piece of 
tabletop, high technology instead of using my oven. Why would 
I use this technology to convert THCA to THC? Because your 
decarbs won’t be flawed by fluctuations of heat and time. Your 
oven varies in temperature as much as sixty degrees and those 
massive temperature variations contribute to an imperfect decarb. 
Making your beverage flawed. We don’t want that! 

I sometimes use the Ardent FX for my decarb. This machine gives 
me 100% bioavailability from as little as a gram of cannabis. Your 
decarb will be perfect every single time. 

And if you want the all in one solution that does it all for you from 
decarb to infusion, making you look like a pro, may I recommend 
the Levo II. This device that looks like a desktop coffee machine 
has all the stuffing that you’re looking for if you make edibles or in 
my case, drinkables. 

The first thing you will do is fill the internal basket with your finest 
herbs. Set the digital timer to decarb your herbs. You can dial in 
the time/temperature to your needs for THC. When the decarb 
is finished, you add up to one cup of the liquid of your choice to 
infuse. I like to infuse condensed milk. It’s so versatile. Adding that 
little lagniappe (a little bit extra) to your mixer. It’s now a cannabis 
infused condensed milk, all ready for your morning Vietnamese 
coffee or Vietnamese-style crushed sugar cane juice. 
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by Warren Bobrow

A cannabis mocktail is a creation that offers all the pleasure of smoking 
cannabis with none of the sometimes intense and overpowering odor of 
smoking cannabis. The mocktail part of the equation is the lack of alcohol 
in the mix. Oh, don’t get me wrong, I love mixing cocktails with infused 
craft spirits or mixers. For this article I’ll teach you the basics of how to 
make a lovely libation that just happens to include the key ingredient, 
cannabis. And for those of you who are crafting mocktails and cocktails 
with hemp-based CBD, that’s just “snake-oil”. It does nothing for you 
medically, and you’re being taken to the cleaners because alcohol only 
negates CBD.  Those couple drops of CBD isolate (the cheap gas station 
variety of CBD) that your bartender has dribbled over your cocktail will 
only lighten your pocket. Ask me why. I’ll be glad to enlighten you.

Cannabis Cocktails,
Mocktails & Tonics
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Ardent FX Levo II

11#cannabiscactus
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“Why? Because 
they taste 

amazing and 
you’ll get really 
stoned while 

doing it.
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But why mix cannabis into a cocktail or a mocktail? Because they 
taste amazing and you’ll get really stoned while doing it. Isn’t that 
why we smoke cannabis in the first place? Just like the folks who 
relax with a Martini at the end of a long workday, I enjoy sipping on 
a cannabis libation. It doesn’t upset the family members who don’t 
care for the smell of burning herb filling the air! 

You’ll get pleasantly comfortable after only a few sips and realize 
that I’ve ruined you for your bartender. They cannot make a drink 
as delicious. Why? Because your afternoon sipper has just the 
right amount of weed in it to get you lit up. In other words, destroy 
you and all your friends, just like I did on Viceland Live a couple 
years ago. It was quite memorable. 

I love the way condensed milk slides down my throat with alacrity. 
The juicy quality of the sugar cane with almost a rum-like taste - if 
your rhum (French spelling of distilled fresh cane juice) is actually 
Agricole or agricultural rum and not molasses-based rum which is 
just too sweet for this recipe. 

Whatever kind of rum you end up using is up to you. Or none at all 
if you are planning on staying vertical for the rest of the day. 

To make a batch of Vietnamese sugar cane juice, go to your ethnic 
grocery section of the market and get a can of the salubrious juice. 
If you live in a city with Vietnamese grocery stores, you may be 
able to find freshly crushed juice. A plus!

THC-Infused Condensed Milk
Using the Levo II Herb Infuser

Ingredients

Process

Nur’ó’c Mía
Iced, Medicated Vietnamese Sugarcane Juice

Cannabis Cocktails,
Mocktails & Tonics

• Fill the internal basket with decarbed cannabis.
• Add a cup of condensed milk to the internal container.
• Set the timer to 3 hours at 160 degrees. 
• Relax and wait for the machine to do the magic. 
• After three hours, the machine will turn off and you will 

have steaming hot, infused condensed milk. 
• You can pour the amount of this creamy liquid into a 

mocktail, a cocktail or into a tres leches cake.

• Coconut Water Ice Cubes
• 6 oz. (180 Ml) Nur’ó’c Mía (Fresh Sugarcane Juice), Chilled
• 2 oz. (60 Ml) THC-Infused Condensed Milk (See Above)
• Thai Basil Leaves, For Garnish

1. Fill a Collins glass with coconut water ice cubes. 
2. Add the sugarcane juice, and 
3. Top with THC-Infused Condensed Milk. 
4. Mix gently. Garnish with a leaf or two of Thai basil. 
5. Add a colorful straw, and serve immediately. 

Nur’ó’c Mía

Cannabis Cocktails, Mocktails & Tonics is available in Indie Bookstores, Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Indigo Books, etc.



New MMJ
Delivery
Service:
by Joseph Cassini

Wedding Crasher
by Phoenix Cannabis Co.

Why not use a third party?

Why delivery?
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Nature’s Medicines is launching its medical marijuana delivery 
service in the Phoenix metro area. No need to involve a third party 
service to get your meds!

You may be thinking, “But, I don’t want to pay delivery fees,” 
and during this economic situation, you wouldn’t be crazy for it. 
Nature’s Medicines makes it right - delivery is free on orders over 
$80. No need to pay a third party delivery fee.

More delivery means less work for the patient. It will save time, 
stress, and not to mention, allow you to avoid unnecessary contact 
with crowds.

Not all MMJ patients are created equal. Cannabis is used to treat 
a wide variety of physical and psychological ailments, and not all 
patients are physically or mentally able to make a personal visit 
to the dispensary. 

In the past, a home-bound patient had to rely on a third party 
delivery service to bring them medicine - resulting in extra costs 
and inferior medicine, as many delivery services are not handling 
the cannabis as they should.

As you’ll read in this month’s “Shopping for Cannabis” report, 
dispensary operations and handling of product directly affect the 
quality of the medicine purchased. By keeping your medicine in 
the hands of those who know how to handle it, you can confidently 
order your cannabis for delivery. Continue to shop with the people 
you trust.

Order online at naturesmedicines.com, leafly.com and weedmaps.
com or by calling toll free 833.356.3145. Remember, Nature’s 
Medicines Delivery service will be free for all orders over $80. 
Don’t miss out.

Recommended Listening: Bring It on Home by Led Zeppelin
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Shopping for cannabis can be a daunting task because the newborn 
legal industry does not have protocol in place like the more mature 
legal alcohol industry has had for centuries. If you are a beer drinker, 
you can buy your favorite brand of beer at any store and receive the 
same, fresh product. The same is not true for cannabis retailers who 
are expected to maintain the quality once a grow delivers the product 
to the retail location. Beer distributors take charge over all distribution 
points, including sanitizing the lines at each pub where the beer travels 
from keg to mug. Alcohol companies do not rely on their retailers to even 
rotate beer inventory. This is how beer producers ensure that customers 
can walk into any gas station or pub to buy a beer and it’s guaranteed to 
be fresh. Some of our sponsors have been transitioning to pre packaged 
glass jars this year, in order to maintain quality to the end consumer.

I was motivated to write this article after receiving messages from 
readers who complained about products from cannabis growers that 
we trust and love. At first, I thought this was just a matter of personal 
opinion, but now I realize there is more to it. We are not smoking the 
same cannabis because each batch may have been stored differently by 
each retailer. Retailers may put the name of the strain and producer on 
the deli menu, but there is no way for customers or dispensary agents to 
distinguish between new or old inventory from each brand. Sometimes 
customers only know the strain and this can be confusing because each 
grower may have a different cut of the strain. Each producer will grow 
differently and end up with a different product even though the strain 
name is the same.

Generally, a smaller dispensary will have less foot traffic and sell 
less cannabis. Locations like Nova dispensary, in Mesa, and Superior 
Dispensary, in Phoenix, do an excellent job of consistently sourcing 
small batches of fresh cannabis flowers. Larger dispensaries who have 
lots of foot traffic should have fresh batches of flowers because they 
go through so much product, however, this is not always true because 
some corporate locations may buy too much flower at once and let it sit 
on store shelves with a Boveda humidity pack. The corporation is simply 
trying to get the best price and sell the most cannabis. They will not 
always prioritize things like proper storage and freshness. Unfortunately, 
this reflects poorly on cannabis producers who grow the best product 
they can and then deliver to retailers who do not handle the flowers with 
proper care. 

Cannabis producers are managing quality through the distribution 
chain by using pre packaged jars that are labeled with the harvest date. 
Customers and dispensary agents can track the freshness of products 
more reliably with less interference. Companies like Grow Sciences 
have taken the matter of quality into their own hands by only releasing 
vacuum sealed glass jars. This ensures that patients receive the freshest 
product possible. Mohave Cannabis is now serving their Mohave Reserve 
eighths in pre-packed jars. Shango Cannabis is another of our sponsors 
who is transitioning away from the deli-style sale to consumers. 

One way that we can find out which dispensaries serve the freshest 
cannabis is by conducting random third party testing for flowers on 
store shelves. Testing is going to be required for growers but there is no 
random testing done on bulk cannabis at the point of sale. The flowers in 
deli jars may have been harvested twelve weeks or twelve months ago, 
who knows!

17#cannabiscactus
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“We are not smoking the 
same cannabis 
because the 
product 
may have 
been stored 
differently 
by each 
retailer.

Shopping for 
Cannabis

written by Mike Cassini
art by Irene Llorente



Boot The Snoot

Do you Even Lift, Bro?

The most tried and trusted way to shop for cannabis today is 
to smell it, right? Not anymore. Dispensaries currently prohibit 
customers from smelling cannabis flowers because of Covid-19 
safety. This takes away the number one indicator that customers 
use to sniff out quality cannabis. Since patients are not allowed to 
smell the flower, there is no way to judge the freshness of even the 
most beautiful looking deli jar.

Judging the quality of cannabis extracts can be tricky based on 
looks alone. Some extracts contain high percentages of THC and 
nothing else, like a weightlifter at the gym who just works on arms. 
All you see is raging biceps (THC) but the leg muscles (Terps/
Cannabinoids) are weak and undeveloped. Color remediation 
(CRC) techniques for extracts have allowed some extractors to 
cover up poor starting materials by washing the cannabis until 
there is basically nothing left, good or bad. Cannabis extracts like 
this will lack flavor and the high may only last a few minutes, or 
worse, make you feel drowsy. One way to measure quality without 
taste testing a cannabis extract is to get a full lab report on ALL 
present cannabinoids and terpenes. A robust terpene profile 
usually indicates a quality cannabis product. Do not shop for 
cannabis extracts by looks alone.

Cannabis Terpenes
Natural occurring terpenes are found in fruits like mangoes and are 
used in cannabis vape cartridges. Artificial terpenes are made from 
oils to taste like any desired flavor such as cotton candy or Wild 
Cherry. Naturally occurring terpenes are wonderful but cannabis 
derived terpenes are the most desirable to me because of the 
strain specific flavors and effects. Broad Spectrum Extraction helps 
ensure a quality product that guarantees more of the terpenes and 
cannabinoids extracted from the actual cannabis plant.

FUN
A
C
T

Decarboxylation can happen 
naturally in regular sunlight. At 
just above room temperature, 
about 10-20% of THCa can 
convert to THC in a few 
weeks. Once the transfer from 
THCa to THC happens, THC 
begins degrading into other 
byproducts. Degradation can 
happen to cannabis flowers 
and cannabis oils while sitting 
on the shelf in jars that are 
exposed to light and air 
repeatedly.

Shopping for 
Cannabis
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Modified Banana Pre-packed 1/8th Jar
by Shango Cannabis
Available at Nirvana Center
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Liquid Solvent (EHO, BHO, Supercritical CO2)

Color Remediation Column (CRC)

Refined for centuries in many parts of the world, the simplicity of 
removing trichomes from the cannabis plant is a tradition that 

has surged in recent times with new technologies and ideas. However, new 
hash makers are still rooted deeply in the natural traditions of generations 
before them. Today’s hash connoisseurs appreciate a variety of colors, 
textures and shades meant to produce broad spectrum medicinal effects 
in the body. Hash is simply made by rubbing cannabis through a series of 
screens, which filter out plant matter naturally, eventually leaving behind 
beautiful trichomes that can be smoked directly. Another method is to 
wash mesh bags of cannabis in an ice bath and agitate the trichomes 
until they break off. Once the water is dried then the trichomes are all that 
is left. American cannasseurs have been asking, “Where is the hash? And 
hopefully federal legalization will bring more premium hash producers to 
the United States. Follow @milahashqueen for more information on this 
beautiful art.

Hash

Created by applying heat and pressure to cannabis flowers 
or hash. These extracts are known for maintaining the flavor 

and effectiveness of the plant it’s made from. This is the purest form of 
dabbing possible, which includes zero additives throughout the process. 
Live Hash Rosin is pressed from hash that was made from freshly frozen 
flowers. Rosin can be pressed at home by patients and there are even 
small presses and bag kits for those just interested in dabbling with the 
squishy art. We recommend following @rakkems to watch solventless 
methods to create THCa diamonds and other miraculous extractions. 
Grow Sciences is using these advanced techniques to create solventless 
diamonds in very small batches. This type of extraction always favors 
quality over quantity and will cost a premium price as well.

Rosin

Full Extract Cannabis Oil (FECO)

Rick Simpson Oil (RSO)

Cannabis 
Extract 
Abbreviations Products like shatter, batter and crumble all start with the same 

liquid solvent extraction process. The letter abbreviation seen on 
packaging indicates which solvent the cannabis was processed 
with. Crumble is only different from shatter or batter because of 
the texture. Shatter is similar to a pane of glass but crumble may 
seem very dry and crumbly or sticky. Batter is usually more of 
a whipped or frosting like texture. Either way, all are considered 
cannabis wax and they are economical in price. Great for dabbing 
or adding to flowers.

Cannabis shopping involves 
not only finding the best 
cannabis producers but 
also seeking out the best 
dispensary retailers to buy 
trusted cannabis brands 
from. We will start collecting 
data on our Cannabis 
Cactus app to find out 
where patients like to shop 
most and which brands are 
favored most by patients. 
Download the Cannabis 
Cactus app on Apple or 
Google Play and look for the 
survey to tell us about which 
dispensaries and brands you 
like the most. You may also 
email personal shopping 
complaints or praise to 
Mike@cannabiscactus.com.

This is a process that washes the cannabis by removing 
chlorophyll, fats and lipids from the plant material. The process is 
good in theory but it gets a shifty reputation from extractors who 
use the process to make products look better than they are. Color 
remediation is good for removing inert plant material from the 
final extraction, however, some cannabis producers rely on color 
remediation like putting “lipstick on a pig”. Dabbers are turned off 
by extracts that look clean but taste like sidewalk chalk. The rule 
of thumb is that if you trust the ingredients then you can trust the 
process. Follow @dred_pirate for trusted information regarding 
these cannabis extraction techniques. According to Dred, starting 
materials play a big part in ending quality. Some producers don’t 
have this luxury and are forced to process poorly handled cannabis 
material to meet production quotas. They have no choice but to 
use more adsorbents to remove stringent, decaying plant matter. 
So basically: Quality in, Quality out! 

Live Resins and distillates will fall into this category. However, 
distillate is processed to create a long lasting product that is 
sometimes almost purely THC, while Live Resin is always meant 
to retain the terpenes and cannabinoids from the plant. Live Resin 
is ideally made from flowers that are flash frozen within hours 
of harvest. Distillate and Live Resin may be used for edibles or 
dabbing. If a dab of distillate doesn’t smell strong and doesn’t 
produce a great high then do not settle for putting it in your 
edibles. There is no shortcut to a long lasting high and whether 
using distillate or live resin, the best edible effects come from 
more broad spectrum cannabis extracts. Presence of terpenes and 
cannabinoids are equally important as THC. 

This type of oil is rich in THC and other cannabinoids from the 
plant and is used primarily for taking orally or topically. RSO is not 
intended for dabbing or vaping. The main difference between FECO 
and RSO is the solvent used. RSO is usually made using isopropyl 
alcohol while FECO is processed with ethanol. LIke FECO, RSO 
retains as much spectrum of cannabinoids in the oil as possible.

Looking to showcase 
your new products?
Our Cactus Approved section 
includes photos and write ups of 
samples our staff receives from 
cannabis brands and products 
that we buy personally from 
dispensaries. We take pictures and 
try our best to write something 
informative about each product. 
The Cactus Approved section is 
FREE for any brand wanting to 
showcase new cannabis products.

Clockwise from top Left: 
Solventless THCa by Grow 
Sciences; liters of cannabis 
distillate; RSO by GenXtracts; 
Rosin  by @StoneyChicken.

21#cannabiscactus
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Solventless Cannabis Extractions

Temple Ball by Jacob of Wise Bird Products
@wisebirdhandcraftedproducts



* Allows home 
cultivation
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I know I’m not alone when I say 2020 has been rough! The past 
seven months have been stressful. My boyfriend almost lost 
his life in a motorcycle accident, we couldn’t see our son for a 
month while we stayed at the rehab facility for his recovery and 
my boyfriend accepted a promotion at work requiring us to move 
from Arizona to Northern California. A lot happened in such a short 
amount of time. So that along with all the madness going on in 
the world, you can see how my anxiety could start getting hard to 
manage. Smoking cannabis alone wasn’t cutting it. Luckily, I was 
gifted edibles by a few of my amazing friends and incorporating 
them into my day to day life has really helped take the edge off. 
A lot of people shy away from edibles, but once a person has an 
understanding of how edibles work, what to look for and how 
fitting it into their daily routine can benefit them, they see it’s not 
“scary” as they thought.

The effects and dosages vary from person to person. Your 
metabolism, body weight, the amount of THC, and your tolerance 
play factors in how long it will take for it to kick in. It’s not like when 
you’re smoking and the THC enters your bloodstream making you 
feel the effects almost instantly. An edible can take anywhere from 
30 min to an hour because it’s first processed by the digestive 
system and then the liver before finally reaching the bloodstream. 
THC is metabolized in the liver into a compound called 11-hydroxy-
THC and this causes your high to be more intense and lasts longer.  
It’s important to start small and It is recommended to wait 24 
hours before taking your next dose. For example, if you took 5mg’s 
today and it wasn’t enough, try taking 10mg’s tomorrow and 
see how that feels. Increase the dose until you reach the desired 
effects. I myself take 15mgs or 20mgs each time.

Take note, it is important to know where your edibles come from 
and the method used to make them. Homemade edibles are made 
with an infused canna-butter or oil made from scratch and it’s 
almost impossible to determine how many milligrams you’re 
actually eating. I’m not saying homemade edibles are bad, they’re 
just for the more experienced consumer. For a consistent dose, 
purchase manufactured edibles. Commercial edible producers use 
a distillate, which in simple terms is basically pure THC extracted 
from the plant - and the best part is you can’t taste the cannabis. 

When purchasing, make sure the label states the total number 
of milligrams, milligrams per serving, and that it’s infused, not 
”coated”. Gummy candy is already individually dosed, but if you 
buy a 100mg chocolate bar, it is meant to be divided into ten 
pieces. When you find the dose right for yourself, you can start 
incorporating them into your daily routine. 

Again, the way you fit edibles into your daily routine will be different 
for everyone. Back in March, my boyfriend suffered a traumatic 
brain injury from a motorcycle accident and he was sent to a 
rehab facility for physical therapy. At the time of his accident, I was 
visiting family in California so I left my son with my parents not 
knowing how long I’d be gone for. At the same time, COVID hit and 
hospitals began quarantining their patients. They recommended I 
stay with him in the hospital because it would impact his mental 
state and progress if he was alone. I couldn’t smoke as often as 
I needed and I always had to be careful bringing the smell back 
inside the facility with me, so I turned to edibles. For the first half 
of the day, my smoke breaks would take place during his therapy 
sessions and in the evening, I would eat 20mgs to help me relax 
and go to sleep. In April, he did outpatient therapy in California 
so we could be with our son and begin planning our move to 
northern California. That month, I didn’t use edibles and I noticed 
I was smoking a lot more than normal and no matter how much I 
smoked it was not enough to subside my anxiety.

Since then, life has settled down and my anxiety is not as bad. I 
only take edibles about twice a week, when my anxiety is getting 
to me or when I’m out and about with my family and I don’t have 
the time to smoke. I also have found that I smoke less on those 
days, therefore my flower lasts longer. Edibles can be beneficial 
for people suffering from chronic pain, cancer-related symptoms, 
insomnia, loss of appetite, joint inflammation, nausea, postpartum 
depression, and much more. Edibles are also great for pregnant 
women, discreet consumption, and saving money on flower. 
Overall, you’ll have to go through a trial and error phase to figure 
out what works for you and remember, do not try this when you’re 
alone with your kids. Always make sure there is a sober parent 
present and you feel safe.

a Simple Guide
to Edibles

by Sabrina Rebolledo
@wholetmebeamom

Author’s Recommendation

Ingredients

DirectionsIf you live in Arizona, I recommend trying edibles by Sublime. My 
favorite is the Cinnamon Almond Coffee Cake. 

If you live in California, I recommend edibles by Kanha. My favorite 
is the Strawberry flavor. 

If you are looking to make your own edibles, I found this great 
pancake recipe by Amanda Michelle. Amanda is a holistic wellness 
consultant and owner of Activated Living. She recently began a 
web series in 2019 called “Cooking with Cannabis” where she 
shares her love of healthy, plant-based meals and cannabis. She 
has over a decade of knowledge working with herbs and holistic 
medicine and combines her plant knowledge and indigenous 
heritage to educate her followers.

1. Heat a griddle, skillet or cast iron pan on medium-high heat. 
Using a paper towel, rub on a bit of the medicated oil to 
grease the pan. Each pancake takes about 7-8 minutes total 
to cook, so if you can only fit one pancake on your griddle, use 
2 pans at once to reduce the total cooking time. 

2. In a blender, mix together the oats and 1 cup (240 milliliters) 
of almond milk. Add about a tablespoon of the medicated 
coconut oil to the blender. Mix in a large banana, baking soda 
and baking powder. Blend on medium for 30 seconds- 1 
minute until a thick batter forms. The batter should have a 
thick consistency, so when you drop the batter on the griddle, 
the batter will slowly form into a circle shape.

3. When your skillet is evenly pre-heated (around 10-12 minutes 
if you are using cast iron), drop 1/4 cup of batter on the 
heated pan, and lightly spread the batter with the back of the 
spoon to make a round. 

4. Cook until some bubbles of the batter start to form- about 5-7 
minutes. You may need to adjust the heat to medium-low so 
the surface of the pancake does not burn. 

5. This vegan recipe contains no egg, so remember to keep 
in mind that these pancakes cook slow compared to other 
traditional pancake recipes. 

6. Once the pancakes are ready, carefully flip with a spatula, 
and cook until browned on the underside, about 4-5 minutes 
more. 

• 2 cups organic oats 
• 1.50 cups Unsweetened Almond Milk 
• 4 tbsp Medicated Coconut Oil (@ 20 mg/ Tbsp)
• 1 Large Banana
• 2 tsp Baking Powder
• ¼ tsp Baking Soda
• 2 tbsp Organic Maple Syrup
• 1 tbsp Organic Vanilla Extract
• 1 ¼ cups Organic Blueberries (fresh or frozen)
• 3 tbsp water

Disclaimer: I am not a licensed physician. Please do your own research before you begin experimenting. 
I write about my own experiences in hopes to encourage Mothers alike to be more confident Canna-Moms. 25#cannabiscactus

cannabiscactus.comYou can watch Amanda make this dish step by step at theweedtube.com. You can follow Amanda on 
twitter at @ActivatedLivng and on instagram at @Activatedliving  for more recipes and knowledge.
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Arizona Cannabis 
Reviewers 

@squidzzztreelogger

I’ve been on social media again for about a year. I love how 
many different ideas are being spread throughout places such 
as Instagram- a social media platform allowing for users to take 
photos and give a description of what the photo entails. There 
are many motivated individuals posting daily, to which a brand 
of sorts becomes created. These people are creating pages filled 
with interesting and unique content, and are a joy to come across. 
One of the reasons I love finding these types of pages has to be 
because of the shared passion regarding the subject matter. I’ve 
found that most people are chomping at the bit to show their 
love for great things. Sharing is caring, and Instagram shares with 
those who have commonalities to celebrate, all happening in the 
same place.

When deciding who I want to follow, I first look for several things 
from the reviewer. First, I make sure a consistent breakdown is in 
place. I want A, B, and C throughout, beginning middle and end to 
the review. I want to make sure the reviewer has the same grading 
system for each new review. The second thing I look for comes in 
the delivery. Is it interesting? Am I pulled into the review or not? 
This calls for doing something different then the other reviews, 
essentially being outliers in the marketplace. And while these 
folks aren’t selling anything per say, they are going to give you 
suggestions as to what’s good and what’s not. Disagreements are 
bound to happen, and hey - everyone is correct in some fashion 
of the opinions we have, right? The third thing I seek would have 
to be honesty. How real are these individuals keeping it with their 
audience? Do they speak from the heart, or from the mouth? This 
is my three point checkmark system when becoming a patron to 
different reviewers.

Following reviewers with the above mentioned criteria helps me 
stay active in the medical cannabis community. The individuals 
I’ve found all stay current and up to date, giving live feedback 
every twenty four hours for our knowledge and empowerment as 
medical cannabis patients. I feel happy when bud tenders help 
me in finding the right strain, but even though they give their best 
feedback, it sometimes makes me feel rushed and anxious in the 
moment, like I have to choose this or that right there on the spot. 
And I do- thousands of patients are patiently waiting their turn 
to buy medicine, and the bud tenders are ready to help the next 
customer out as soon as possible. It’s a fast-paced industry, with 

little to no slack time. And it’s a good thing, it’s a major business, 
at the end of the day- one that helps many in need. Reviewers are 
doing this out of the love for the bud, for the patients, to help aid 
with genuine feedback on different strains and phenotypes.

I found three reviewers who I feel fit the bill as far as having great 
review pages. These individuals are on the frontlines of the most 
recent cannabis out, and try a range of different companies each 
week. Whether it be flower, concentrates, or cartridges, they are 
telling the patients about what’s what. What they liked, what they 
disliked, how it was great, and how it could be better. Fair and well-
rounded reviews always help me out. I can sit and ponder what I’m 
going to get, and when I feel confident in my choices, I either go in 
and select what I want, or order up for pick-up from the dispensary. 
We’re in strange times with the COVID-19 virus, and it’s always 
nice to know what you want beforehand, since precautions can 
cause some anxiety and stress as well. 

Keep in mind that times will arise when you either agree or 
disagree with the reviews. This can happen with any reviewer 
on any social media outlet. Think of these reviews like movies or 
books. People can love a movie, they can think it was okay, or 
they can loathe its existing in our lives. The beautiful thing is that 
everyone is right - nobody is wrong. What I mean by this is that, 
sometimes when we disagree, no one is to blame. It’s no one’s 
fault. If a new patient thinks they might like something and finds 
they don’t at all, then that was the best way to find out what’s what. 
I do feel these individuals explain why they enjoy or dislike certain 
strains of cannabis, allowing for others to better navigate what to 
select when picking up medicine. 

The three individuals I selected to talk with are, @squidzzztreelogger, 
@cannapediareviews, and @slumpysmokes. I’ve looked through 
their pages and find only topnotch reviews. They have suggestions 
that are like Cannabis for Dummies. They will talk about what each 
strain has to offer, and why you may want to try it out. I’m sure they 
are all willing to chat more with patients if you’re still wondering 
about certain strains or carts. I hope you enjoy going to their pages 
and am hopeful that they can help you in your cannabis journey. 
If not, tacos are on me, just make sure you hit me up on Tuesday. 
Enjoy!

I’ve got to say, I think you’ve got outstanding, 
in-depth reviews. What pushes/motivates 
you to give a full synopsis of the medicine 
you’re reviewing? 
What motivates me most is education. I believe knowledge is 
power! So with being educated in medical marijuana, it helps 
you determine the different main qualities of marijuana and 
what makes them beneficial to oneself for personal medical 
use. The science behind medical cannabis has been hindered 
mainly due to many years of prohibition as well as big pharma 
greed. Over time I’ve experienced more cannabis strains and 
varieties and come across many types of people that also 
love and are passionate about cannabis. Each strain affects 
everyone differently. So I try to “test” the strain myself and 
document how it makes me feel. 

I notice you speak about some cannabis 
helping with S.A.D. levels - what is S.A.D.? 
S.A.D. stands for Stress, Anxiety and Depression. Ironically 
enough, those are all things that stem from sadness. To simplify 
the description, I do it in reviews. But between cannabis and 
meditation, I have been able to triumph over S.A.D. Over time, 
long term stress can induce anxiety which in turn can cause 
you to become depressed or S.A.D. So having a nice powerful 
strain that takes care of it all are good strains to have!

I notice you speak of terpene terms such 
as caryophyllene, limonene, pinene, and 
humulene. What do these terms signify 
regarding cannabis? What do they mean? 
They are all terpenes! They are what gives cannabis its effects 
and flavors. With knowing how each one helps you and 
affects you, you’ll find more effective strains to help you when 
you need it most! Terpenoids and cannabinoids are different 
chemical compounds but coexist together in cannabis. One 
terpene I’m familiar with is Myrcene. It has an herbal taste as 
well as earthy and gives a musky scent with slight sweetness. 
Helps with sedation, relaxation, sleep aid, anti-anxiety, pain 
relief, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antimicrobial. Some 
strains with Myrcene are OG Kush, Blue Dream, Afghani Kush, 
Grand Daddy Purple, Grape Ape.

Why is reviewing cannabis important to you 
as a medical patient? Do you also seek to help 
other patients, and why? 
I think it is a unique opportunity to be able to give feedback 
to help benefit companies/growers/doctors which in return 
will help other patients get the most for their medicine and 
money. 

written by Dietrich Dash 
@ReadingBooksGalore
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I also really dig your point rating system. 
Can you explain how this works? 
A few months into recording these reviews I came up with a 
new rating system to help better identify the areas of strength 
and opportunity in the strains I was reviewing. Rather than 
give the strains a blanket 1 out of 10 as I had been doing, I 
broke the strains down into what I consider to be the four 
most prominent areas of medicine - the look, smell, taste, 
and potency. Each of the buds we review can earn up to 2.5 
points in each respective category. I feel this is by far the 
best way of showing where the buds excel and where there is 
room for improvement. This is meant to help not only patients, 
to know what they can expect from certain strains but it also 
cultivators and distributors. 

I notice you’ve a solid understanding for all 
the medicinal properties in the cannabis you 
review. How can these detailed explanations 
help patients find the best strain? 
As with anything we consume, it is absolutely imperative to 
know what you are putting in your body each day. I feel like 
this comes down to setting proper expectations for patients. 
Knowing how particular strains affect your personality is 
critical to your wellness in both the body and mind. Some 
people absolutely hate strong salivas because it sends their 
mind racing and can cause severe anxiety and even things 
such as panic attacks. 

A few years back, I was struggling with some issues in my 
personal life that sent me into a severe state of depression. 
There was a few months during that time that I had to stop 
smoking altogether because it was making my depression 
and anxiety worse rather than elevating my mood. As with 
anything that changes your state of consciousness, it’s 
important to know when something is helping improve your 
life and when it isn’t. 

I think the more knowledge people have about the things they 
consume, whether it be cannabis or food, the better. I truly 
believe the future of the planet is in education and information. 
As we are now learning, the world’s most valuable commodity 
is no longer oil, but data itself.

What’s your inspiration for bringing 
meaningful, helpful reviews to the patients? 
I just try my best to give patients the most honest and 
detailed review possible. I enjoy reviewing different types of 
strains for patients because I like to tell patients as much as I 
can about the experience with each one.

What is your main goal when 
reviewing cannabis, and why? 
No two strains are the same which means they all have their 
own unique traits and my goal is to showcase those traits as 
best I can. Patients like to know what they are buying before 
spending their hard earned money so I also like to tell them 
if the strains are worth checking out or not. Therefore my 
ultimate goal when doing these reviews is to keep it as real as 
possible and provide as much detail as I can about the strain. 

Tell us more of what you seek when picking 
up cannabis. What helps you the most? 
When I’m seeking quality cannabis, the three main 
characteristics I’m looking for are bag appeal, smell, and 
freshness. However looks can be deceiving, therefore smell is 
hands down the most important characteristic because it can 
determine the freshness of your flower. For me, OG strains 
and Glues are my all time favorite and help me the most with 
my back pain. 

How does cannabis help you, and how 
do your reviews make a difference. 
Cannabis helps me in many different ways such as pain relief, 
increase in positive mindset, as well as sleeping comfortably 
through the night. I love giving patients these reviews 
because it brings a smile to my face when someone tells me 
how much they enjoyed my review and that they can’t wait 
for my next one. That is one of the main reasons I do these 
reviews and because I’m just infatuated with cannabis.

Why do you feel honesty is so important? 
Honesty, integrity, and accountability are slowly beginning to 
vanish from the fabric of our society. I feel I have an integral 
role in staying true to my values because of how much I 
see them fleeting within our culture. Everyone is dying for 
attention. We live in a world full of narcissists who believe 
they are at the center of the universe and the world revolves 
around them. I realize I am an infinitesimally small and 
insignificant part of the bigger picture of our purpose in life, 
which I believe is to realize that we are all simply emanating 
love as human beings. 

Each day we all have a choice to either express or withhold our 
love from each other and the world. The honesty I express in 
my reviews is my expression of love and the gratitude I have 
for this amazingly beautiful earth in which we temporarily 
inhabit. Sometimes it’s the harsh critiques or criticisms that 
make us wake up to our own deceit. I believe the reason my 
channel and page are growing is because I am passionate 
about creating these reviews and truly put my heart and love 
into creating these videos. You shouldn’t do anything in life if 
your heart isn’t fully brought in because inevitably it will show 
in the final product. 

I’m definitely a fan of the video reviews. What 
inspired you to make videos of the reviews? I 
felt more connected to you as an individual. 
Is one of your goals to have a more intimate 
connection with other patients, and why?
I’d been considering doing cannabis strain reviews for quite 
a few years now. I think what truly inspired me was realizing 
that my connection to this plant medicine was quite different 
than the “average stoner”. Ever since I began smoking, far 
before it became legal medically, I realized most people I 
knew were simply smoking occasionally to “get high” while I 
was smoking regularly to improve the quality of my life and 
relationships.

I never really looked at weed as a drug like alcohol, prescription 
pills, or designer narcotics rather as something that could 
enhance the quality of life if used properly. Back when I 
began smoking, information about marijuana didn’t really exist 
on the internet. I mean the internet was around “I’m not that 
old” but educational material simply wasn’t readily available. 

I started my channel because I felt many of the other strain 
review pages I came across lacked honesty regarding their 
reviews. Most simply don’t care or know enough about the 
plants which simply doesn’t provide them with an adequate 
amount of information surrounding the strains that are 
available to patients. I believe patients deserve honest and 
unbiased information about the medicine they are spending 
their hard earned money on. There is nothing better then 
having someone comment that they are glad they found a 
review of mine before trying a strain they weren’t maybe 
looking for. That’s why I do this, it’s truly for the patients.

29#cannabiscactus
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@slumpysmokes

AZ Cannabis Reviewers 
continued...
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Like cannabis sales, home buying and selling has only powered 
onward through these tough economic times. Humans tend 
to prioritize their meds, and a place to lay their head. I’ve been 
helping clients with real estate for five years now. I can honestly 
say I’ve never experienced a market quite like this! 

Droves of folks moving here from other states, along with a 
massive shortage of properties for sale, and more people working 
from home than ever, means bidding wars galore. With my current 
clients, all have faced multiple offer situations. So, although it is 
favorable for buyers due to historically low interest rates, some 
buyers have had to opt out completely, waiting until their finances 
are stronger. It’s competitive out there for home buyers. Sellers on 
the other hand get to choose from a plethora of offers (IF they price 
their property right), and in a matter of days get under contract. 

Wait, isn’t a market crash coming? We are in one of the longest runs 
historically for rising property values; and it’s true that what goes 
up must come down. But, no one knows the day or hour this will 
happen. It was also just announced that Federal Reserve officials 
expect to leave interest rates near zero for years — through at 
least 2023, until our economy is back to full strength after the 
pandemic-induced recession. My personal gut feeling is that for 
us here in the highly desirable (pun intended) cactus state, we are 
still quite a way off from seeing a crash. This is only an opinion ☺.

What about those whose income is related to the cannabis 
industry? Does it matter? Well, yes and no. The gist is, Fannie Mae 
will allow W2 employees in the cannabis industry to qualify as long 
as they do not have more than 25% ownership in the company 
they work for. There is no difference compared to any other line 
of work when it comes to credit score, down payment, or debt-to-
income requirements. 

If you’re looking to buy, find someone not only happy to rep Mary 
Jane, but who is experienced enough to help you navigate through 
the white-water rapids of this housing market river, so to speak. If 
you’re a seller and you medicate indoors, just remember a lot of 
buyers may not be into the delicious scent of flower, it may turn 
them off. Even if you don’t smell it, the non-smoker will ☺. So, 
remove your stash during showings and make it smell neutral. 
Keeping the house extra clean, baking cookies the day of showings 
or spraying some (not overly powerful) room spray are a couple 
ways to make the home shine that much more.

Written by Natalie Karmo

It can feel 
overwhelming 

at times and like 
a rollercoaster 

you wish you 
could get off 

of, but try and 
be patient and 
keep believing, 
the right home 
will work out, it 

always does.

How Does Mary Jane 
Navigate Real Estate?
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First and foremost, get with a lender! Understanding what you qualify for is 
step one. Especially if your income is from the cannabis market, you’ll need 
a clear game-plan.

Above all, it can feel overwhelming at times and like a rollercoaster you 
wish you could get off of, but try and be patient and keep believing, the right 
home will work out, it always does. 

Be prepared that this is a real possibility in today’s market. Try and stay 
focused and keep emotion out of as much as humanly possible (tough I 
KNOW). 

Come up with strategies with your agent such as using an escalation 
clause, reducing inspection period time, and if you’re comfortable and it’s 
absolutely necessary, there is an option to waive appraisal contingency. This 
is really only necessary if you’re offering over asking price and you know 
other buyers are doing the same. 

Have your agent leave a thank you note and gift card for coffee for the 
sellers if the home is occupied. 

Send a letter with your offer, without sounding desperate but to give a 
human touch to your offer. 

If your Realtor tries to encourage you to skip inspection, DON’T DO IT. 
This is your opportunity to inspect the property and ask for repairs, and 
most importantly, back out and get your earnest money back if you’re not 
comfortable moving forward. Unless you plan to tear down or gut the place 
completely, always get a professional home inspection. 

Make sure you’ve got the cash on hand to make a move. 

You’ll need down payment money and closing cost money – both due at 
closing. This will typically be a total minimum 5% of the purchase price. i.e. 
If you’re buying a $350,000 property, you should plan to have a minimum 
of $17,500 cash on hand. Get with your lender to understand the exact cost 
of down payment. 

Once an offer is accepted, you’ll pay ‘earnest money’ to title, typically 1% of 
the purchase price which goes toward your down payment. This shows the 
buyer’s good faith in a transaction, giving the seller confidence to continue 
the deal. 

You’ll need to pay for a home inspection; this is typically $300-400. You’ll 
also need to pay for the appraisal which is also around $300-400. 

How Does Mary Jane 
Navigate Real Estate?

Save your Cash & Be Prepared

Be Patient & Trust The Plan:

Competing Offers: 
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Inspect the Property!
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Study the comparable properties in your area, your Realtor will 
provide this to you. Anything that has closed (or will be closing) in 
the past 6 months is what appraisers go off of. As mentioned above, 
it may not matter if your buyer waives the appraisal contingency, 
but if not, the home still has to appraise so don’t overprice.

Get the property as show-ready as possible! A really clean and well 
staged property will get higher offers; think ‘model home’. Take 
personal photos down for the most part, remove all clutter from 
countertops, toilet seats down ☺, to name a few things. Box up 
whatever you don’t need and get it out of the way. 

If the property isn’t getting action or offers in the first few days 
right now, consider lowering the price. The longer a property is 
active on the MLS, the less appealing it seems to buyers.

Be clear on your net income when determining a list price. You’ll be 
paying closing costs and realtor commission fees, 1st mortgage 
payoff, title insurance, repairs, recording fees, prorated taxes, etc. 

For showings, turn on all lights/lamps in the house, open the 
blinds/drapes, turn on the ceiling fans. 

Don’t get greedy! If you have a strong offer that nets you what you 
wanted or more, take it! If you drag your feet, you could lose that 
buyer for good. 

My recommendation is to price the home right at market value. 
Pricing over could delay showings and offers. Pricing right will 
drive a lot of action and most likely right now, multiple offers and 
offers over asking.

Have your realtor leave take-aways on the counter of the listing 
and other important information such as upgrades.

I truly hope you find the home you love! I encourage all my clients 
to trust that it will all work out okay, take some deep breaths, look 
up, and one day at a time, we’ll get through this. 

If you need help, Home With Karmo is here for you.

Price Right & Know What You Want:

Looking Good!:

Know When To Shift & When To Accept:

Tom Karmo, Lender 
Tom.Karmo@financeofamerica.com | 602-463-6903

Natalie Karmo, Realtor 
HomeWithKarmo@gmail.com | 602-421-9680

How Does Mary Jane 
Navigate Real Estate?
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Don’t Get Greedy!



CBD & 
ChroniC Pain

What is ChroniC 
Pain synDrome?

Pain is one of the most difficult conditions to diagnose, a 
seemingly invisible disability. It is relative to the individual mind 
and body, manifests at different amplitudes, and often relies on 
good communication and understanding between the practitioner 
and patient to successfully determine its etiology. There is no cure 
for most chronic pain syndromes, and unfortunately, cannabidiol 
(CBD) isn’t one either. However, CBD is proving its usefulness in 
several areas of medicine, and the growing body of evidence is 
warranting a further look into the comparative effectiveness of it 
as a drug used in pain management.

Why CBD for ChroniC Pain synDrome?
There is a growing body of supportive evidence associating 
the various mechanisms behind CBD’s therapeutic actions and 
the treatment of conditions that cause chronic pain and lead to 
chronic pain syndrome. Right now, it is not approved by the FDA 
to treat chronic pain, but research is underway (more on this later). 
Currently, there are several classes of drugs prescribed to treat 
chronic pain. Here is a list of examples:

(NSAIDs) Non-Steroidal 
Anti-inflammatory drugs

Tricyclic antidepressants

COX-2 Inhibitors

Serotonin-norepinephrine 
Reuptake Inhibitors (SNRIs)

Analgesics & Opioids

Anti-epileptics

Naproxen, Ibuprofen

Celecoxib (Celebrex)

Acetaminophen, Hydrocodone, hydrocodone-acetaminophen, 
fentanyl, oxycodone, oxycodone-acetaminophen

Gabapentin, pregabalin (Lyrica)

amitriptyline, nortriptyline

duloxetine (Cymbalta), venlafaxine (Effexor XR) and 
milnacipran (Savella)

There isn’t a set approach to pain management, especially taking 
into account the variety of causes that elicit pain. The current opioid 
crisis has shown the dangers of some of these drugs, and safer 
drugs aren’t necessarily without long-term side effects. In some 
cases, more than one treatment approach may be taken. Also, 
many treatments are combined with physical and occupational 
therapy, as well as cognitive behavioral therapy and other types 
of psychotherapy to teach patients how to better understand and 
emotionally regulate their pain, reducing its effects on everyday 
quality of life.

Where does CBD fit in? CBD acts as an anti-inflammatory drug, 
which may be beneficial for some types of arthritis and chronic 
pain stemming from injury and soft-tissue damage. Several studies 
have also investigated CBD’s mechanism as 5-HT1a receptor 
agonist. Similar to how some types of antidepressants work, CBD 
has shown to increase serotonin levels in certain areas of the brain. 
It also elicits effects on GABA receptors.

Chronic pain typically stems from an acute illness or injury and is 
defined by pain that persists longer than six months. If the chronic 
condition is accompanied by secondary complications that cause 
an increased amount of pain or heightened sensitivity to pain, it is 
considered a chronic pain syndrome. Complications include mood 
disturbances like depression, anger and anxiety. Often, patients 
that suffer from chronic pain syndrome experience a decrease in 
their quality of life.

There isn’t a one-size-fits-all reason that someone may experience 
chronic pain. It may manifest from a rheumatic disorder, while 
others are neuropathic in nature. For some, pain may be localized, 
such as in the lower back, and others may experience pain 
throughout their body. Patients may also experience hyperalgesia, 
an increased sensitivity to painful stimuli resulting from neural 
damage. It may also be induced by opioid use. For a more 
comprehensive list of conditions, visit the American Chronic Pain 
Association website.

Migraines, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), rheumatoid and 
osteoarthritis are a few familiar conditions that can lead to 
chronic pain syndrome. Fibromyalgia is characterized by 
chronic musculoskeletal pain, mood disturbances including 
depression, and fatigue. Multiple sclerosis (MS) presents its own 
symptomology and can be highly varied between individuals, but 
similar to fibromyalgia, includes pain, fatigue, and depression, and 
additionally, muscle spasticity and inflammation. Neuropathic 
pain may present as a complication from diabetes. Other types 
of chronic pain can manifest from previous injury and soft tissue 
damage, and also from cancer.
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It is difficult to prescribe CBD because its efficacy and effectiveness 
isn’t fully understood in relation to treating pain. But scientists are 
beginning to understand how it may be used in comparison to 
what we know already works. For example, duloxetine (Cymbalta), 
an SNRI antidepressant, is often prescribed to treat fibromyalgia. 
It affects a variety of sites throughout the body, and one particular 
site of action in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. Basically, the 
drug increases the threshold of activation needed to send a pain 
signal to your brain. This is an important reason why it is used 
in fibromyalgia treatment, on top of the fact it also improves 
symptoms of depression associated with the disorder. 

Researchers have found cannabinoid receptors in the same 
area of the spinal cord. Activation of these CB1 receptors has a 
similar and effective influence on pain. In addition, it is understood 
that “activation of peripheral CB2 receptors generates an 
antinociceptive response in situations of inflammatory and 
neuropathic pain,” (Manzanarez), essentially “blocking” the 
detection of a painful stimulus.

Studies also suggest that CBD may correct deficiencies in the 
body’s own endocannabinoid system (ECS). The ECS can be 
described as a “mothership” running in the background, dictating 
overall neurotransmitter balance, regulating pain, metabolism, 
sleep-wake, and even mood, focus and memory, and of course, 
pain. The ECS was only recently discovered in the 1990’s and 
research has been developing a theory that individuals suffering 
from certain chronic pain conditions may actually be suffering 
from an endocannabinoid deficiency. The theory was originally 
proposed in 2001. 

Our body produces a variety of substances that interact with 
the endocannabinoid system, There have been suggestions that 
deficiencies in anandamide and 2-AG, both endocannabinoids, 
may be linked to chronic pain syndromes, and researchers are 
looking at whether or not certain cannabis compounds can be 
utilized to treat the deficiency, CBD being one of them. For more, 
check out this journal article published in 2016 by neurologist Dr. 
Ethan Russo.

Researchers at Colorado State University are currently investigating 
whether or not CBD may be an effective treatment for improving 
impaired mobility, muscle spasticity, pain and fatigue in patients 
suffering from multiple sclerosis (MS), and results are promising. 
In addition, there are several well-designed clinical trials underway. 
Dr. Staci Gruber of Mclean Hospital, Harvard Medical School, is 
conducting Phase 2 of a double-blind, open-label randomized 
clinical trial investigating the efficacy of a sublingual CBD tincture for 
treatment of chronic pain. Another team at Massachusetts General 
Hospital in Boston is looking at the effects of CBD, specifically, 
Epidiolex, on low back pain stemming from neuroinflammation. 
For a list of all clinical trials registered with the National Library of 
Medicine, click here.

The symptomatic relief provided by CBD may result from a 
combination of decreased soft tissue inflammation as well as an 
augmentation of mood and the processing of pain, suggesting it 
may be a beneficial alternative for some patients who are seeking 
a more natural alternative to other medications, who may have 
limitations to certain drugs, or are looking for something with less 
adverse effects, though more research needs to be conducted.

hoW Do i use CBD to treat ChroniC Pain?
Patients interested in trying out CBD derived from hemp and/or 
any products also containing a small amount of THC should consult 
their physician to see if it is a right fit for their treatment regimen. 
There are several options patients may consider depending on 
their experience using CBD or other cannabis formulations.

It is important to choose a manufacturer that can provide a 
certificate of analysis ensuring any label claims are true. This 
information includes dosing and concentration of CBD, as well as 
solvents used in the production process. In addition, choosing a 
full-spectrum product that contains other compounds from the 
plant is supported to be more beneficial than isolated CBD on 
its own. Last, look for a product made from hemp that is grown 
without pesticides and other harmful chemicals.

Patients are recommended to “start low and go slow.” Microdosing 
is a great way to help ensure a therapeutic dose is administered 
with a very minimal risk of experiencing side effects. It’s suggested 
patients with little to no experience consuming CBD begin with 10-
15 mg of CBD per dose in a full-spectrum formulation. If positive 
effects are not experienced, an increase in dose is warranted. The 
dose will be dependent on ECS tone, tolerance, and severity of 
pain, so a dose upwards of 50 mg may be necessary – again, it 
all depends.

Research does support choosing a product containing a small 
amount of THC for improved pain management. By microdosing, 
the intoxicating (“high”) properties associated with THC becomes 
minimal or nonexistent. Again, it is all up to the patient to determine 
what is right for them so they can confidently manage their pain.

CBD & 
ChroniC Pain

CBD
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written by Dietrich Dash | @ReadingBooksGalore
photos by Kenneth Shaw | @the_weedman420 

@Crescent_Cannabis

I had the pleasure and opportunity to sit down and speak with 
one of the main operators from Crescent Cannabis a few days 
back. My first impressions were high and happy, meeting with the 
gentleman from CC face-to-face, allowing me to learn more about 
the company, in order to share the great things happening with 
this medically licensed cannabis producer here in The Valley of the 
Sun, Arizona. Sitting down and chatting was amazing! I was given a 
verbal and online powerpoint of everything that goes into making 
Crescent Cannabis a company to check out next time you hit the 
dispensaries. 

The first thing we spoke about was cultivation. The process behind 
this goes far beyond what people might ordinarily think. A lot of 
work and routine steps are involved. Seeing how the process is 
broken down and meticulously worked through properly and with 
efficiency helped me see why I love Crescent Cannabis. They 
start from the ground level with proper lighting, housing medicine 
indoors, all of the proper equipment, state-of-the-art, and the 
personnel who know what they’re doing. Those working in the 
cultivation labs are trained on how to spot deficiencies and other 
harmful threats to the plant. This means they are giving us healthy, 
happy medicine. Working around the clock requires passion and 
dedication, both virtues Crescent Cannabis brings every day in 
order to deliver.

As a patient I knew the flower from the dispensaries was 
organically grown, pesticide free, and had me wanting to come 
back for more. Crescent Cannabis does indeed test all of their 
medicine to validate they are sending the dispensaries the best 
possible product for patients to consume. I really value companies 
that do this- who make sure we the patients are purchasing flower 
that not only helps, but also is clean and safe to use. All companies 
mentioned throughout Cannabis Cactus are great, and Crescent 
Cannabis is one to add to the list. I think it helps me when I see a 
name such as Crescent Cannabis, that I know I’m going to really 
enjoy the medicine I pick up. And, although I would enjoy other 
strains, maybe I’m just in the mood for something from Crescent 
Cannabis.

Three strains that I really enjoyed trying from the Crescent 
Cannabis team are: Alien Grapevine, Creme Brûlée, and Grape Ape. 
Each strain can be found on Leafly, as well as other reputable sites 
that give the lineage description of the strain you have. I’m kind 
of a nerd when it comes to cannabis - I want to know the cross 
of strains, who the parents and grandparents are, what effects 
the strains have, and what I can expect to taste on inhale. I love 
all strains, I truly do, although I will say the Alien Grapevine was 
on another level. The structure of the flower was healthy, thick 
and hearty. When breaking down the flower, I was amazed by how 
sticky the buds were. The taste was floral, fruity, and earthy. I’d be 
lying if I said I didn’t lay down for a while after this strain. Creme 
Brûlée was a treat - a sweet and herbal like taste, that left me 
feeling happy and creative. The Grape Ape was another favorite. 
That deep grape taste, like the soda, and earthy undertones on 
exhale always helps me feel motivated and ready to take on the 
day’s work.

A final word about the Crescent Cannabis team is that they are 
indeed a team. They are big on working together as a cohesive 
unit, a family in harmonious unison, so to speak. Each employee 
has to fit in with the team, because everyone has to give maximum 
effort, and know how to keep things flowing. I believe being a family 
run company, these values and principles are implemented into 
the daily work of Crescent Cannabis activities. Another reason to 
check out Crescent Cannabis, they are about helping us patients. 
They are working down to the science to bring a product that will 
give patients a reason to keep hope, to smile, and move forward 
in these times. That’s saying a lot. Thank you to all the folks at 
Crescent Cannabis, and I hope you, dear reader, find this company 
to be as amazing as I do.

Crescent 
Cannabis

Creme Brûlée

Ghost Train Haze x Gromulan Badder

Rugburn OG 
Terp Sauce

GG #4

Grease 
Monkey
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Dorothy Lawson is many things, chef, yogi, teacher, but she is also incredibly passionate 
about helping others. I have had the privilege of calling her my friend, chef, and 
collaborator for some time now. As lead of the Mint Café, she will be known for running 
the only infused hot-cold food kitchen’s in the country. That said, I feel the community 
needs to know about one of the best kept secrets in edibles, her company, Ruby Red 
Confections. She has a background that gives her an understanding of cannabis, not only 
for edible infusion, but concentrate extractions and cannabis cultivation as well; which 
makes her equipped to provide some of the best edibles in the state. Her company, Ruby 
Red Confections is not your standard edibles, it is a culinary gauntlet of taste, effects, 
and presentation. Rarities that don’t come over the counter to be eaten alone in the car 
but with friends in celebration of better health. 

Ruby Red is based in confections, cakes, and other delights not often seen in bakeries, 
let alone dispensaries. If you have an upcoming special occasion that requires a cake, 
possibly at a high dose to entertain company, Ruby Red Confections can cater to you. The 
appeal of red velvet cookies at Valentine’s or for an anniversary is already a gift, but to get 

those infused for your partner is a new level of decadence. I cannot speak on everything I 
learned under Dorothy’s tutelage, but her work in calculating dosages is unrivaled. The 

combination of edibles dosed correctly and the base infusion made into some of 
the tastiest desserts in the state, makes her a name you should know in American 
cannabis. You can check out some of her creations at the Mint Café where she 
leads the kitchen in creating unique edibles to medicate with. I take some time 
to talk to her about her craft and about Ruby Red Confections. 

Written by Adrian Ryan

Tell us a bit about yourself, 
who is Ruby Red Confections?
I am a Phoenix native with a love of math, all things science, 
and all things food. I spent a decade working in finance, 
moving on from that into the cannabis industry. The cannabis 
industry welcomed me back in 2012. Since then I have 
walked the life of a budtender, dabtender, certification clinic 
assistant, grow shop manager, and chef all while building Ruby 
Red Confections on the back end, slowly but steadily.

Where does the name come from?
My name is Dorothy. My whole life people have been asking 
me if I’m from Kansas or if I’m off to see the wizard. I used 
to hate it, but the name grew on me in my 20s, so much so 
that I have a stuffed animal dog named Toto. I love the whole 
idea of Dorothy’s red slippers and when I started making 
confections, and the name seemed just right.

Your edibles are both stunning and decadent, 
what is your culinary background?
I grew up always baking at home with my mom, eating 
the best european pastries, going to Romanelli’s and Europa 
Pastry Cafe and they always had the most delicious pastries. I 
have had the opportunity to work with some amazing chefs. 
In 2018, I decided to go to Scottsdale Community College 
for Pastry Arts because I didn’t know what I didn’t know and 
I had to find out what it was I didn’t know about pastries. 
I have taken classes with some great Chefs: Dan Boman, 
Theresa Ludwig, Chelsea Higgins, and Kiley Habbeshaw.

What inspired you to start infused cooking?  
I was drawn to begin infusing cannabis into my everyday 
foods because of my love of food and the therapy that 
making foods provides, I wanted to share with whoever 
would listen that I was inspired to bring high quality edibles to 
patients that are pleasant to the palate. I love seeing the look 
on somebody’s face when they are telling you about their 
medicated experience because of something you made for 
them. The patient is really what it’s all about. Helping people 
find easy ways to incorporate their medication into their daily 
lives.

What advice do you have for 
patients who utilize edibles?
Be mindful and document how your body reacts and try a 
lot of different edibles so you know what works best for you. 
Start with small doses, 5-25mg on the low end and up from 
there. If you have gallbladder issues, edibles may not work 
or you may need a very large dose to feel any effects. Keep 
in mind there is a difference in the type of edible high that 
depends on the parent material going into edibles. Depending 
on what kind of results you are going for, it would determine 
which edible you select. For example, what kind of brownie is 
an easy question that is easily complicated with the addition 
of cannabis. Is it distillate, broad spectrum, or full spectrum, 
and then mix CBD in there too?   
 
If the brownie is “broad spectrum 250mg”, then the brownie 
is THC + a variety of cannabinoids because the butter the 
brownie is typically infused with is an oil, like shatter or 
crumble. Broad spectrum edibles give more of an all over 
body high. Very pleasant, very mellow. 
 
If the brownie is a “250mg brownie” it is only THC, which 
is typically infused with an oil like distillate.  Distillate does 
give a body high, but it is more of a head high.  Some may 
experience a headache. Those not too fond of sativas may 
want something more broad or full spectrum. 
 
If the brownie is “full spectrum 250mg”, then the brownie 
is THC + a variety of cannabinoids + non active alkaloids. 
Because the brownie is typically infused with an oil, like RSO, 
the taste is less pleasant.
 
Keep in mind that knowing the parent material is helpful in 
determining which edible you would prefer to medicate with. 
Ask your budtender!@RubyRedConfectio
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Where can people find you, and anything we 
should keep our eyes out for in the future? 
Yes! Check out the latest Ruby Red Confections creations 
on Facebook and Instagram @RubyRedConfections. 
Place your orders at rubyredconfection.com for non-
medicated merchandise. Email me for medicated orders at 
rubyredconfections@gmail.com or call 480-420-9730. Keep 
an eye out for giveaways coming up in Fall 2020 on my 
Instagram.
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What is your preferred method of 
medicating, any favorite stains? 
I like a combination of flower and concentrate. Edibles mixed 
in when I’m needing more sleep or when I’m feeling down. 
I personally prefer Gorilla Glue, Headband, Girl Scout Cookies, 
Sunset Sherbet, Wedding Cake, and if anyone knows where to 
find a Pre-98 Bubba Kush, let me know!

Is there anything that you are excited about 
learning or doing more of in culinary?
I am excited to take my very last culinary class at Scottsdale 
Community College!  That class is all about candies and 
confections. After that class, I will proudly graduate with 
my Pastry Arts degree. I am really fascinated with the mind 
expansion that will come from that experience.

What changes do you think will 
come with our vote in November?
I think that legalization will pass in November. We will likely 
see lots of progression, coupled with price increases due to 
increased testing requirements.

Are there any favorite products, vendors or 
dispensaries that people should know about?
Definitely check out all the things Aeriz, extracts and carts. 
Superior Dispensary has bomb flowers and hash. Hands down, 
check out the Mint Cafe at The Mint Dispensary in Tempe, Az! 
The Mint Cafe has a well-rounded culinary team that is on its 
way to making big things happen. And Chef Turtle! Check him 
out, he’s doing big things too! 

Do you have any advice for 
chefs who are starting out? 
There is a ton of math in a cannabis kitchen! Be ready! Do 
what you do for the love of the plant, the love and the growth 
of the cannabis industry. Passion is key. Keep practicing your 
recipes and ideas, share, and research, research, research. 
You never know what knowledge is waiting right around the 
corner. Just think about all those teachers out there sharing 
their passions. Knowledge is power!

Are you a medical card holder?
Yes, I have been for the past 8 years.Passion is key. 

Keep practicing 
your recipes and 
ideas, share, 
and research, 
research, 
research.

“
Ruby Red

Confections



I’m always on the lookout for amazing 
women to interview in the cannabis 
industry, whether I already know them or 
not, because there are so many incredible 
females doing incredible weed-related 
things. A name I’ve continued to hear in 
the cannabis industry is Liz Valentine of 
Green Star Doctors, a medical marijuana 
certification center based in Scottsdale, 
AZ, which is not only renowned for its 
streamlined and professional service, 
but the love that Liz and her employees 
exude in this female owned and 
operated business. Even though they 
are incredibly busy, I was able to chat 
with Liz a bit about how she got started 
in the industry, and what makes her and 
Green Star Doctors thrive.

Monday-Friday 10am-5pm | Saturday 10am-3pm

by Heidi Keyes

I pray people give medical the same respect, because the patients 
that are not part of any culture need meds to withstand their life 
altering and challenging diagnoses.

Puff Pass & Ponder
An Interview 

Elizabeth 
Valentine 

getting AZ patients legal since 2011

What is your full name and what is your title?
Elizabeth Valentine, owner and founder of Green Star Doctors. 

What is your favorite way to consume?
I love puffing flower… mostly OG and some sours, or cookies. I 
love some gorilla and cakes too!! 

Any thoughts on Prop 207 for rec legalization 
on the upcoming November ballot?
I am all for federally lifting it (cannabis prohibition) completely, 
as I am also a consumer... but I found out that many people 
are scared of coming forward with needing it, and allowing 
themselves to not judge themselves to give it a last effort 
chance. Seeing a doctor validates their medicinal needs. 

Can you tell me a little bit about how you got 
started in the industry, and how your practice 
developed from there?
I started in Denver in 2009 as Regional Manager of three 
dispensaries that I helped build from the ground up. I was the 
sole buyer for seven dispensaries under our belt for two years. 
I decided to open up the certification clinic in Arizona, and 
opened within the first week of applications beginning in April 
2011. I also helped patients get legal in Denver as a notary 
public, and gained my experience there.

I truly believe that women in this industry 
need to stick together... even though there 
are many successful women in cannabis, it’s 
still notoriously masculine and male-driven. 
I’m interviewing you because someone 
recommended you as a badass woman in the 
cannabis industry doing amazing things! Who 
are some other women working in weed who 
you personally know, that are making waves in 
the cannabis community around the world? 
I have many friends that are in many stations within the 
industry, and I encourage everyone to get to another place 
within the journey of cannabis. I love my ladies and encouraging 
everyone to make a brand of their own, to name a few: Katie 
Rosso from Khaos; Michelle Mango from iLava; Tonya Bailey 
from Axi; Sonia Martinez, who is a cannabis lawyer; Brandy 
Page from Uncle Herbs; Alison Miller from Dutchie; Rebecca 
Weirman; Angelica Rodriguez from Sol & Ideation; Christina 
Lopez From Green Star; Jessica Russell from Green Star; and Dr. 
Oceana Rames from Green Star Doctors (9yrs).

What is the mission of your company?
Our sole mission is to give patients a safe and professional 
place to spend actual quality time with a Doctor and file their 
applications. I want them to be able to ask questions, to be 
heard, to be seen, and to meet each other… our lobby has 
served as a meeting ground for people to find like-minded 
new friends.
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I want [patients] to be able to ask questions, to 
be heard, to be seen, and to meet each other...“

Graphic & Art by Mackenzie Beck 

of 
Green 
Star 
Doctors
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Green Star Doctors
2515 N Scottsdale Rd #11

Scottsdale, AZ 85257
(480) 695-2545



Artist Story Untold
Written by @home_grown_az 

Photos by Brit and Anthony
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Art became my 
way of escaping 
reality... @tatts_by_ant 

Can you look at a painting and see what the artist saw? To take a 
tattoo and feel what peace means to someone. Maybe have a word 
like “Blessed” written in penmanship that lets you see the light. 
Can you just picture an individual that can take a painting idea and 
make it come to life. An individual that can tell a story through the 
motion of his hands and mind. Anthony Maya is that individual.

From a very young age, Anthony Maya was gifted with the ability 
to take pretty much any utensil and make a masterpiece. “I would 
watch my older brother Andrew Maya and I would try and duplicate 
his artwork,” said Anthony. From pen, pencil, paint, chalk and every 
Charcoal. He learned to master portraits, penmanship and his own 
artistic mind.

It wouldn’t take long for Anthony to find a tattoo machine in his 
hand. “I never thought of being a tattoo artist. I wanted to be a 
graphic designer,” Anthony replies. Now at Blessed Saints Tattoo 
Shop with owner Javier Herrera and fellow tattoo artists, some of 
Arizona’s most known and accomplished artists.

“Art became my way of escaping reality,” said Anthony. He took his 
outlet and became one of Arizona’s finest tattoo artists. Already 
known statewide with portraits of Nipsey Hussle and tattooing 
former NFL players, Cameron Colvin and Arthur Maulet. Anthony 
is now ready to take his talent nationwide.

Ready for booking please DM his Instagram @tatts_by_ant 
*deposit is required.

Blessed Saints Tattoo Shop
7404 N. 51st Ave. 

Glendale, Arizona 85301
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@tatts_by_ant 

Blessed Saints Tattoo Shop
7404 N. 51st Ave. 
Glendale, Arizona 85301
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C a c t u s  A p p r o v e d

This sauce has all the ingredients for success. Great flavor 
accompanied by a solid high. Wedding Cake is a proven hybrid 
strain whose potent effect shows even seasoned users no mercy. 
Prepare to feel relaxed and invigorated simultaneously. The 
team at House Exotics is beginning to stock dispensaries with 
the new cannabis strain. These terps are left intact throughout 
the extraction process. When processing cannabis, it’s 
important to start with premium materials. When asked about 
their process, the House Exotics team summed it up simply, 
“Quality in, quality out. It’s all about the cannabis we start 
with.” I can’t agree more and our team will be excited to try the 

new harvest coming soon. By Victor Von Dank.

This is a slightly sativa dominant strain, although 
isn’t so much of  a buzzy high; it shouldn’t steer any 

away that don’t like sativas- this one will be a good 
strain to try. Cali Sour and Lemon OG make this 
strain what it is. Sour and lemony with hints of  
pine and earth, this is a good daytime strain. 
This one made me all smiles and creative ideas. 

I also wanted to go for a hike - not a long hike, 
but still. Overall this strain works best for those 

suffering from mental pain. By Dietrich Dash.

One thing we love is continued improvement of  quality. 
Especially when we were happy in the first place. This 
crew keeps striving to make the best medicine served in 
the freshest container possible. I was thrilled to take 
this Kandy Kush home for inspection. The effects were 
uplifting and effective medicine against aches and pains. 

Real time review: 3 seconds, I got a big 
time terpene tingle in my nose and I’m 
tasting a fruity exhale. 60 seconds, 
here come the OG effects, this strain 
comes on fast. I love the awakening 
characteristic of  this strain. It’s one 
of  my all time favorites. There is 
nothing like ocean grown cannabis and 
this Live Resin Sugar captures the most 
desirable flavor and effects from this classic 
strain. By Michael Cassini.

Doc’s OG is brought to us patients by crossing 
Face Off  OG and Rare Dankness #1. This strain is 
a hybrid, although indica dominant (70% indica, 30% 
sativa). Nice mild body effects set in after fifteen to 
twenty minutes. I love the OG and spicy notes on this 
one. It’s a spicy meatball! Great for any time of  the 
day, not such a hard hitting indica. Helps with stress 
and anxiety, also good for relaxing and chilling out 
after a long day at work. By Dietrich Dash.

I have bought pounds of  and smoked many cuts of  OG #18 
from several cultivators in Arizona over the years. I’ve never 
been disappointed by them, but this entry from Farm Fresh 
had me in awe. Large, dense, and colorful nugs from a package 
that was kept in the right conditions. The flavor and smell were 

classic OG funk with effects that leave you stoned, euphoric, 
and hoping for leftovers in the fridge. If  you find yourself  in 

Lake Havasu, Arizona, find their unique cut of  this strain to 
guarantee a good time! By Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

The nano THC means faster absorption and 
more bioavailability per milligram of  THC. 
These gummies are tasty and hit the mark for 
good effects. They kick in pretty fast and last a 
couple of  hours before wearing off  easily. This 
company is new in AZ and will be expanding to 
more locations soon. By Victor Von Dank.

Wedding Cake | Diamond Sauce
House Exotics | Level Up Dispensary

Super Sour Lemon OG | Flower
The Vault | Mint Dispensary

Kandy Kush | Balanced Hybrid Flower
Green Gene Genetics | Sunnyside Dispensary

OG Kush | Live Resin Sugar
WTF | Mint Dispensary

Doc’s OG | Indica Hybrid Flower
Green Gene Genetics | Nirvana CenterOG 18 | Indica Hybrid Flower

Farm Fresh Organics | Farm Fresh Dispensary

Fruit Flavor Gummies | 10 mg Nano THC
Industry Extracts | Nirvana Center

Get out of  the kitchen while the chef  is chef-ing! It 
takes full undivided attention to create beautiful live 
resin sugar wax like this. The flavor is 100% full 
of  terpenes and the effects set heavy in the mind 
and body. The lineage comes from the heavy 
hitting Tahoe OG x Grape Romulan. This wax 
smokes like a true indica that is best served in 
the evenings. Get ready for a smooth high that 
will kiss your aches and pains goodbye! Shout 
out to @rastaroots710 for operating the WTF 
lab with continued dignity and grace.

Grape OG | Live Resin Sugar
WTF | Mint Dispensary
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Industry extracts is now offering clean tested vape 
and edible products in the Arizona market. They are 
partnered with Green Leaf  Farms and are using 
a nano formulated THC that is intended to be a 
higher quality oil refinement. These cartridges are 
great for relaxing in a split second, I enjoyed the 
relaxing pure cannabis flavor. It’s easy to support 
cartridges with natural cannabis terpenes like this. 
Change my mind. By Victor Von Dank. 

Gorilla Walker | Vape Cartridge
Industry Extracts | Nirvana Center
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Gorilla Cookies is a strain that brings the appeal of  two 
favorites on the market but rarely is it done this well. 
The frost that coated this nug gave the appearance of  
an emerald at a glance. The sweet smells associated 
with cookies mingling with the overtones of  glue 
strains make this a tangy flavored smoke. Overall, the 
strain had me high and relaxed in a way I have not 

been in quite a while. This strain from Shango will 
have me adding them to my shopping rotation. By 
Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

I am always experimenting with different forms of  CBD tinctures, 
serums, and edibles. Finding one that I enjoy has narrowed down 
my choices significantly. The CBD candies from Hemp Life made 
by Chef  Turtle powered by AZ Green Life, has been a welcome 
moment of  relief  as it is versatile enough for all my needs. The 
effects are often noticeable compared to other CBD products 
that might not provide a consistent or accurate dose. The flavors 
available for the hard candy or lollipops are tasty too, try the mango 
or watermelon! By Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato. Photo by 
Estee Arie Photography ~ EsteeArie.com.

Cheesecake isn’t approached with such flair and 
decadence as it is by Dorothy Lawson of  Ruby 
Red Confections. This cheesecake is comprised 
of  red velvet mousse, chocolate ganache, ruby 
chocolate ganache, handmade whip cream, and 
drizzled with ruby chocolate. Low dose or high 
dose, you can rest assured that it will be accurate 
and ready to sink your battleship. Facebook and 
Instagram @RubyRedConfections for Inquiries, 
or Email rubyredconfections@gmail.com. By 
Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

This heavy Indica from Abundant Organics was 
recommended and it did not disappoint. The smell 
of  these buds was that of  fuel, OG stink, and a day of  
sunshine that I was initially taken aback with. The smells 
carried over to taste but had a sweet element to it that 
made my joints a joy to light up. Effects of  pain relief, 
munchies, and relaxation had me ready to find more. I 

will be keeping my eyes open for anything from Abundant 
Organics. By Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

At first glance, this jewel of  weed had me 
hypnotized with frost and a tight structure. I open 
the container to find myself  engulfed in smells of  
jam and earth. A sweet and savory scent turned 
into pepper and spice when broken up. The taste 
carried all of  these aromas and had a berry flavor 
that was good rolled in joints or blunts as well as 
my bong. Effects that were euphoric and mood 
changing make this a recommendation to not 
ignore. By Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

These are highly sought seeds from the boys at 
Skunkhouse genetics produce breathtaking nugs. 
The cross is between Banana OG x GMO BX 
and it smokes like a truly balanced hybrid 
strain. Cookies hybrids generally have smaller 
yields but are known for being both head 
turners and head bangers. Banana hybrids 
are known as some of  the strongest strains 
on the market right now. This Modified B is 
no exception, so definitely give this strain a 
try if  you see it in a prepackaged 1/8th jar. By 
Victor Von Dank.

Sore joints from moving a piano into a new home 
studio had me dipping into my CBD capsules. I 
found relief  from sore joints and restless sleep 
after eating my honey capsules. I wake, feeling 
better and with effects that carry me through the 
day. This CBD honey capsule also doesn’t affect 
my GERD with spicy aftertaste, I will be using 
these in place of  my normal pain relief  regiment 
of  ibuprofen. Many kudos to Chef  Turtle and 
Hemp Life powered by AZ Green Life on their 
quality product line and recent launch. By Adrian 
Ryan - @drogado_del_gato. Photo by  Estee Arie 
Photography ~ EsteeArie.com.

Gorilla Cookies | Indica Hybrid Flower
Shango Cannabis Co. | Nirvana Center

CBD Watermelon Lollipops | CBD Edible
Hemp Life + Chef Turtle | AZ Green Life

Ruby-Red Velvet Mousse Pie
Ruby Red Confections | rubyredconfection.com

Sunshine Daydream | Indica Hybrid Flower
Abundant Organics | Nirvana Center, Prescott

Jelly Breath | Indica Hybrid Flower
Shango Cannabis Co. | Oasis Dispensary

Modified Banana | Indica Hybrid Flower
Shango Cannabis | SWC Tempe

CBD Honey Capsules | CBD Edible
Hemp Life + Chef Turtle | AZ Green Life

The caramels on the edible market vary in every 
sort of  shape, consistency, and dosage. I found 
myself  with a new favorite brand as the Vanilla 
Caramels from Canna-Confections is everything 
I’ve needed. More importantly, it is consistent in 
strength thanks to the broad-spectrum infusion 
versus the standard distillate offerings found 
everywhere. Over ice cream or by themselves, 
this is the dose I needed to function pain-free and 
optimistic. By Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

Vanilla Caramels | Broad Spectrum Edible
Canna Confections | Green Halo Dispensary
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We sure are thankful that Tryke has been coming by our office 
with new products each month. This brand is expanding their 
base in AZ as they continue to grow.  I have enjoyed the quality 
of   medicine and the dispensary agent service from them. This 

corporation stays connected to the local community by hiring 
locally and trusting their new AZ team. Blackwater OG is one 
of  my favorite OG blends for it’s smoky flavor and robust effects. 
It’s bred from Mendo and SFV (San Fernando Valley Kush). This 

strain can set you down for some of  the best relaxing you 
ever had. Slow the boat down, Captain Blackwater is in 
charge now. ARRGH!!! By Michael Cassini.

If  you need an edible to microdose that is both potent enough to 
be felt while also fitting into your everyday, I’ve found it. The 420 

Hot Sauce was a pleasant surprise as it was both, tasty from a 
blend of  simple ingredients, and effective as the broad-spectrum 
infusion is consistent. In the morning on over-medium eggs or 
tackling a carne asada burrito, I enjoyed everything about this 
sauce including better naps. It is an edible everyone should try 
with their favorite foods as it becomes a staple in the kitchen. By 
Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

I’m not much of  a crumbler but I must 
give credit to Tryke for this Bubba Kush 
derivative. It’s terpy and the high is enough 
to satisfy. Crumble does have its advantages 
and I really like how easily added to joints 
and bowls this stuff  is. It has a nice moist 
consistency and great flavor to go along with 
a head banging high. By Victor Von Dank. 

Tomahawk is a cross between Gorilla Glue #4 and Stardawg. 
The GG #4 crosses Sour Dub, Chemdawg’s Sister, and 
Chocolate Diesel. Stardawg is Chemdawg 4 and Tres 
Dawg. Sour and diesel notes are notable mentions, as 
is the taste of  pine also involved. I love this strain 
because it really helps me feel at ease. I can relax 
and not overthink things, and not to mention I 
feel a sense of  euphoria. Might be best as a night 
time strain for some, because this is also a heavy 
hitter. By Dietrich Dash.

Blackwater OG | Indica Hybrid Flower
Tryke | Reef Dispensary

Cannabliss 420 Hot Sauce | Broad Spectrum Edible
Halo Infusions & Extractions | Green Halo Dispensary

Bubba Kush | Crumble
Tryke | Reef Dispensary

Tomahawk | Live Hash Rosin
Grow Sciences | Health For Life

This new entry in flower by Loudlab hitting the valley had 
me excited. The bud was dense, frosty, and smelled of  new 
shoes with berries. Pixie Sticks is a strain I hadn’t had in 

years, and when last offered, did not have the kinds of  
looks and smells seen from Loudlab. The effects were me 

stoned in bliss for a kickback where everyone could only 
tell me how great the blunt was. They’re early in their 
adventure, but this cultivation will be one to watch. By 

Adrian Ryan - @drogado_del_gato.

MAC has become a staple for me when I scoop 
cannabis flower. It’s a cross between Alien 
Cookies, Columbian and Starfighter. The 
buds are dense and resinous. Smells of  
funky cookies with earthy aromas hit 
the nose upon opening the jar. It tastes 
similar to the smell. For some reason I 
feel like a fighter pilot when I smoke this. 
I feel like I’m at a high altitude with a view 
upon the world. Helps with stress and 
anxiety. Good for relaxing with friends 
and family, watching a movie or playing a 
video game. By Dietrich Dash.

Packed with cherry flavor, these 
gummies are pectin based, gluten free, 
vegan and infused with Bio THC. The 

effects can be felt faster by sucking on 
the gummy and letting it dissolve in the 
mouth. It will take longer to kick in if  
immediately chewed and swallowed but 
the high may last longer when ingested 
this way. By Michael Cassini.

I have to begin by saying, before smoking this strain called 
Dolato, or Do-Si-Lato by Grow Sciences, I had no idea. Idea, 
about what? An idea of  how strong this hits upon inhale. Tears 
brought to my eyes. Flavors of  citrus and earthy notes are 
readily apparent. On exhale, kush flavored notes stand out. 
The buds are colas, looking lime green with darker hues 
throughout. Heavy trichomes stand out and cover the 
entire bud. Good for feeling happy and creative. Helps 
with depression and stress. By Dietrich Dash.

In the world of  sports betting and high stakes 
money lines you would call this a “5-Star 
Hammerlock”. As in, you are all but guaranteed 
to be high. A safe bet. Take it. The flavor of  this 
Cherry Cobbler is magnificent, my compliments to 
the chef. They must start with beautiful flowers 
and process them with love to achieve this profile 
of  flavors and cannabinoids. By Michael Cassini

Pixie Sticks | Flower
LoudLab | Nirvana Center, Prescott

MAC Miracle Alien Cookies 
Pitchfork | Health For Life (H4L)

Cherry Punch Gummies | 5mg THC
Reefer Gladness | Nature’s Medicine

Dolato | Indica Hybrid Flower
Grow Sciences | Local Joint Dispensary

Cherry Cobbler | Budder
Tryke | Reef Dispensary
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BY SHANE STANFORD

REFLUX Vaporizer
by Indux Labs
$1,250

Let’s all start this with a nice dab. 

Now, how did you take that dab? What device did you use? 
Probably safe to say most reached for a torch and heated up 
for their dab. The dab has come so far in so little time. I mean, 
the original way, the way I first started, was hot knifing hash. Yup 
that’s right, take two butter knives, heat them up on the stove, 
drop your hash and smash. Now, there’s a buffet of options. Not 
only are there several different types of concentrates you can 
dab, but there are different techniques to dab. Everything from 
bangers, nectar straws, e-nails, dab pens, etc. I’m sure those of 
us who dab have tried most, if not all, of these methods. I know I 
have, plus some others. 

A while back, I went to a nice cannabis BnB called Smokin_Beds 
in Denver Colorado. This place is awesome. It has exotic snacks, 
bongs, papers, pipes, e-nails, and an Indux Labs Reflux Vaporizer. 
A what you say? I said the same thing when I heard the name 
and even when I saw it. When it was being expended to me all I 
could think of was The Jetsons. It’s super different from anything 
I’ve ever seen or hit from. The hit was so clean and straight to the 
head. I knew I needed to know more, and rip it more. So after a 
few more trips to Smokin_Beds I reached out to Indux Labs to 
pick his brain. 

Ok ok, well, let’s take another dab. That was a lot of info, 
knowledge, and passion. I love it. How about you? 

I can honestly say I will personally be investing in a Reflux 
Vaporizer. I knew I wanted one after trying it at Smokin Beds but in 
the words of Albert Einstein, “Knowledge is power” and this article 
gave me power. Buying power that is. Lol. Anyways whether you e 
dab, torch dab, or Reflux…… Dab on my canna fam. Dab on….

Name and who you are with Indux Labs
Mr. Indux, Owner and builder

What is Indux Labs and where are you based? 
INDUX LABS is based out of Austin, Texas and specializes in 
electromagnetic heating R&D and the manufacturing of induction 
heating apparatuses. REFLUX is the first offering; however, there 
is a strong desire to diversify the company’s product range.

Where did the name and inspiration 
for Indux Labs and Reflux come from?
The inspiration for the project came from the desire to utilize the 
clean and precision heating of induction to produce the highest 
quality of vapor. 

Naming the unit was quite the task. Initially we called it the Flux 
Capacitor because it uses a magnetic flux, but we knew the 
name was not going to work long term. Every name we came up 
with was already taken by an inferior vape pen. We must have 
tossed around over two hundred potential names. Then one day 
I thought of REFLUX. I figured no one had the courage to name 
their vaporizer REFLUX with the chance of being associated with 
acid reflux, and I was right. It was edgy, direct, and didn’t conform 
to the norm. A perfect fit for such a game changing vaporizer.

The company name INDUX LABS was naturally derived from 
the induction heating of the REFLUX vaporizer. This was an easy 
decision.

The Reflux Vaporizer is something super 
futuristic and amazing. Would you mind 
explaining the operation of it?
REFLUX uses an induction coil to generate an electromagnetic 
field that travels through the vial and heats the element or 
elements which are in contact with the loaded concentrate. A 
collection of interchangeable heating element configurations of 
various shape, size, material, and quantity provide unprecedented 
analog control over the temperature ramp and vapor texture of 
your concentrate. Each configuration truly expresses its own 
experience. Typically, the larger elements heat up faster, reach 
higher temperatures, and produce thicker vapor. While the 
smaller elements take longer to heat and produce a thinner vapor 
over a longer period of time. Non-magnetic materials only heat 
through eddy currents, and magnetic materials heat much faster 
with combination of both eddy currents and hysteresis.

What Temps do the different bars put out?
REFLUX employs cold start temperature ramps that range from 
room temperature to 600°. The temperature of the selected 
heating element configuration is ultimately controlled by the 
shape, size, material, and quantity used and the duration for 
which heating occurs. Using multiple smaller heating elements 
will result in lower max temperatures of around 400°, larger 
elements will exhibit maximum temperatures of around 500°, and 
magnetic materials will reach a maximum temperature of around 
600° in about 30 seconds. The temperature ramp can be stalled 
at any point during the sesh by discontinuing heating, thereby 
giving you complete control over the maximum temperature of 
your sesh.

How big of a dab can be or has been done in a 
Reflux Vaporizer? Well, that you know of...
I’ve heard of people loading up to 0.5g when using enough heating 
element mass. For me 0.3g is max, but I don’t recommend that 
much.The flavor/gram efficiency is significantly reduced as you 
load more concentrate. Instead of loading 0.3g for a single sesh, 
try loading 0.1g for three separate seshes. You’ll get way more 
flavor and efficiency out of it.

Who would you say the Reflux Vaporizer 
is more geared towards?
REFLUX is a cold start machine that offers a vast variety of 
temperature ramps. Its unprecedented flexibility provides world-
class vapor for everyone. From hot dabs to low and slow, and 
everything in between. I personally prefer REFLUX’s Slow-Temp 
capabilities. I’m talking about 8 minute cold starts where you 
vaporize the components of your concentrate at the lowest 
temperatures possible. By gently heating your concentrate, 
gradually ramping up the temperature, and progressively building 
vapor intensity you are able to experience the purest essence, the 
highest efficiency, and have the ability to prevent the formation 
and vaporization of unwanted compounds. This is a connoisseur’s 
(flavor lover’s) dream come true. However, REFLUX can also 
accommodate those that want faster temperature ramps, higher 
temperatures, and larger clouds. The choice is yours.

Can all types of dabable concentrates 
be used in the Reflux Vaporizer?
Yes. However, REFLUX is strictly for use with essential oils/
concentrates that have been laboratory tested, certified for 
purity, and contain zero solvents. REFLUX is not made or derived 
from tobacco or nicotine. REFLUX is not intended or usable with 
tobacco products, nicotine products, propylene glycol (PG), 
vegetable glycerin (VG), e-juices/e-liquids, vitamin E acetate/oil, 
thickening or cutting agents, and any combinations thereof.

Recommended Listening: Future Days by Gold Celeste58 S e a s o n  0 3
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AZ Lab 
DIRECTORY

ALL GREENS dispensary
SUN CITY, AZ 85351 
(623) 214-0801

ARIZONA CANNABIS SOCIETY 
EL MIRAGE, AZ 85335
(888) 249-2927

Arizona mmj trading co 
COOLIDGE, AZ 85128 
(520) 723-7710

Arizona NATURAL REMEDIES
PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 582-0436

ARIZONA ORGANIX 
GLENDALE, AZ 85301 
(623) 937-2752

AZ Natural Selections
MESA, AZ 85204 
(480) 272-9888

PEORIA, AZ 85345 
(623) 878-5954

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 575-1245

bloom dispensaries
AMERICAN ORACLE, AZ 85623 
(520) 576-6088

PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 396-5757

SEDONA, AZ 86336 
(520) 293-3315

TUCSON, AZ 85705 
(520) 293-3315

BOTANICA Dispensary
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 395-0230

Cave Creek cannabis
CAVE CREEK, AZ 85331 
(480) 488-2979

CuraLeaf
PHOENIX, AZ 85012 
(602) 466-1087 

PHOENIX, AZ 85014 
(602) 354-3094 

PHOENIX, AZ 85040 
(480) 739-0366 

PHOENIX, AZ 85023 
(602) 388-4400 

YOUNGTOWN, AZ 85363 
(623) 444-5977 

Debbies Dispensary
Bullhead City, AZ 86442
(833) 332-2437 

PEORIA, AZ 85382 
(833) 332-2437

PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 233-5133

desert bloom re-leaf center
TUCSON, AZ 85710 
(520) 886-1760

Desert Rose
PHOENIX, AZ 85085 
(623) 516-7881

THE DOWNTOWN DISPENSARY 
TUCSON, AZ 85705 
(520) 838-0492

THE GIVING TREE WELLNESS 
MESA, AZ 85204 
(480) 272-9888

PHOENIX, AZ 85027 
(623) 242-9080

tHE GOOD DISPENSARY
MESA, AZ 85202 
(480) 900-8042

THE GREEN HALO 
TUCSON, AZ 85756 
(520) 664-2251

The Green House 
GLENDALE, AZ 85308 
(623) 385-1310

The Holistic Center
PHOENIX, AZ 85024 
(602) 842-5790

THE MEDICINE ROOM 
WINSLOW, AZ 86047 
(928) 852-4169

The Mint Dispensary
GUADALUPE, AZ 85283 
(480) 749-6468

tHE pHOENIX dISPENSARY
TOLLESON, AZ 85353 
(480) 420-0377

the prime leaf
TUCSON, AZ 85712 
(520) 447-7463

TOTAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
PATIENT CARE 

BENSON, AZ 85602 
(520) 586-8710

trubliss organics
MESA, AZ 85212 
(480) 325-5000

TRUMED 
PHOENIX, AZ 85008 
(602) 275-1279

Untamed herbs
PAYSON, AZ 85541 
(928)474-2420

URBAN GREENHOUSE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
(480) 361-0078

VALLEY OF THE SUN 
GOODYEAR, AZ 85338 
(623) 932-3859

WHITE MOUNTAIN 
HEALTH CENTER INC 

SUN CITY, AZ 85351 
(623) 374-4141

WICKENBURG ALT MEDICINE 
EL MIRAGE, AZ 85335 
(623) 478-2233

xtra laboratories 
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(480) 968-6569

Yilo superstore
PHOENIX AZ 85032 
(602) 539-2828

HIGH MOUNTAIN HEALTH 
FLAGSTAFF AZ 86001 
(928) 774-5467

JAMESTOWN CENTER 
YUMA, AZ 85365 
(928) 344-1735

JARS Cannabis
PHOENIX, AZ 85051 
(602) 870-8700 

NEW RIVER, AZ 85087
(623) 936-9333

KIND MEDS INC 
MESA, AZ 85210 
(480) 686-9302

KOMPO CARE 
TAYLOR, AZ 85939 
(928) 536-5151

LEAF LIFE dispensary 
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85122 
(520) 350-9880

Level Up Dispensary
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 420-3300

TEMPE, AZ 85281
(480) 664-2017

Local joint
PHOENIX, AZ 85034 
(602) 437-1645

MMJ APOTHECARY 
WICKENBURG, AZ 85390 
(928) 684-8880

Mohave green dispensary
MOHAVE VALLEY, AZ 86440 
(928) 768-4665

Monarch Wellness
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85258 
(480) 991-3752

muv dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85022
(602) 358-8771

NATURAL REMEDY PATIENT ctr. 
SAFFORD, AZ 85546 
(928) 432-6959

Nature MEd
TUCSON, AZ 85743 
(520) 620-9123

Nature’s Medicines
FOUNTAIN HILLS, AZ 85268 
(480) 400-2000

PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(480) 400-2222

NATURE’S WONDER 
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85120 
(480) 982-1529

Nirvana Center
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85120 
(602) 354-3630

PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(602) 730-3236

PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ 
(928) 227-2441

TEMPE, AZ 
(480) 378-6917To
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Nova Dispensary
MESA, AZ 85202 
(480) 912-4444

oASIS dISPENSARy
CHANDLER, AZ, 85248 
(602) 903-3665

CHANDLER, AZ, 85226 
(480) 626-7333

GLENDALE, AZ, 85308 
(623) 295-1788

ORGANICA PATIENT GROUP 
CHINO VALLEY, AZ 86323 
(928) 636-5566

PHOENIX RELIEF CENTER 
PHOENIX, AZ 85041 
(602) 276-3401

PONDEROSA Releaf
PEORIA, AZ 85345 
(623) 877-3934

PURPLE MED healing center 
TUCSON, AZ 85745 
(520) 398-7338

rEEF dISPENSARY
PHOENIX, AZ 85043
(480) 999-4748

QUEEN CREEK, AZ 85142 
(480) 550-9121

Sunny Side Dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85009 
(888) 633-7411

The Flower Shop
PHOENIX, AZ 85044 
(480) 350-7624

MESA, AZ 85205 
(480) 500-5054

PHOENIX, AZ 85008 
(602) 812-4695

SUPERIOR dispensarY
PHOENIX, AZ 85043
(602) 926-9100

swc DIspensaries
TEMPE, AZ 85281 
(480) 245-6751

PRESCOTT, AZ 86301
(928) 778-5900

Swell farmacy 
PHOENIX, AZ 85023 
(602) 388-4400

PHOENIX, AZ 85014 
(602) 354-3094

PHOENIX, AZ 
(480) 739-0366

YOUNGTOWN, AZ 85363 
(623) 444-5977

Territory Dispensary
CHANDLER, AZ 85226
(480) 636-8032

MESA, AZ 85212
(480) 307-6880

MESA, AZ 85201
(480) 581-4010

EARTH’S HEALINg 
TUCSON, AZ 85714 
(520) 395-1432

Emerald Dispensaries
GILBERT, AZ 85233 
(480) 361-0078

PHOENIX, AZ 85051
(623) 271-6065

FARM FRESH Dispensary
LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86404 
(928) 733-6339

GREEN MEDICINE 
TUCSON, AZ 85710 
(520) 886-1003

Green Pharms
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86004 
(928) 522-6337

MESA, AZ 85209 
(480) 410-6705

GREEN HILLS PATIENT CENTER 
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901 
(928) 537-4888

green sky patient center 
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 575-1245

Greenhouse of flagstaff
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001 
(928) 351-7775

GREENMED INC 
RICO, AZ 85648 
(520) 281-1587

hANA mEDS
KINGMAN, AZ 86409 
(928) 692-0000

SAHUARITA, AZ 85614 
(520) 289-8030

Harvest Dispensaries
AVONDALE, AZ 85323 
(623) 792-5032

GUADALUPE, AZ 85283 
(623) 404-1420

COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326 
(928) 634-5233

LAKE HAVASU, AZ 86403 
(928) 453-9333

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 948-3737

TEMPE, AZ 85284 
(480) 777-2100

health for life Dispensaries
MESA, AZ 85207
(480) 400-1170

MESA, AZ 85212 
(480) 888-0247

MESA, AZ 85215
(480) 830-8251

HERBAL WELLNESS CENTER 
PHOENIX, AZ 85019 
(602) 635-3502

herb’n dispensary
PHOENIX, AZ 85021 
(602) 900-4557
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Level One
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85257 
(480) 604-2267

C4 Labs
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(480) 219-6460

Desert Valley
PHOENIX, AZ 85013 
(480) 788-6644

Arizona Analytical 
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 678-8502

KB Labs
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 
(602) 321-5695

PREMED TESTING
TUCSON, AZ 85741 
(520) 889-2607

Delta Verde
PHOENIX, AZ 85022 
(602) 466-9730

63#cannabiscactus
cannabiscactus.com



ARIES
Clean one room of your house, car, or desk at work. Clear out the 
clutter in your environment, making room for new things in your 
life. Start with a small project and see how it feels to accomplish 
something you have been putting off. There are bigger rewards 
waiting for you, make space for new treasures coming your way.

LIBRA
Believe in yourself and visualize what you want to happen in the 
future. Your thoughts are as powerful as ever. Your mind will 
move obstacles out of your way. Be certain about what you want 
in life and let your mind work for you. Cannabis offers the focus 
to get through the day and keep negative thoughts far far away.

CANCER
Do not worry about what you see on social media! Just keep living 
in the moment and remember that instagram will fade away one 
day. Your life is beautiful and you don’t need likes to prove it. It’s 
a confusing time we live in, but also a beautiful one. The sky’s the 
limit, not your phone screen. Look up and look ahead!

CAPRICORN
Explore a little more with your cannabis and relationships. Don’t 
always look for the same strains of flower or the same type 
of mate in life. There is never one correct way or path so let’s 
explore some other ways of thinking. You still have some firsts 
coming your way so be prepared for new things.

TAURUS
Use your quiet time to consume some relaxing indica and think 
about what you want. You are halfway up the mountain and the 
next half of the journey will be easier. Consuming cannabis before 
a nature walk or yoga session can be a great relaxation technique 
to clear out any noise from your spirit. 

SCORPIO
There are new cannabis products available and now is a great 
time to try them. Buy your first dab rig. There is nothing as tasty 
as a proper dab from your own rig. If you have been consuming 
cannabis the same way for years, break out and try something 
new. You’ll be surprised about the new things you will learn.

Adventure

Movement

Rest

Instinct

Create

Outlook

Selfcare

Genuine

Voice

Perspective 

Thoughtful

Space

SAGITTARIUS
Speak up to those around you and offer them some advice about 
THC. They may teach you something as well. Conversation 
sounds scary sometimes but luckily cannabis is the ultimate 
ice breaker. Even offering a joint to someone who doesn’t smoke 
could spark up a unique conversation and possible friendship.

GEMINI
Time to pamper yourself and take advantage of some summer 
vacation. Plan a trip or something out of the ordinary just for fun. 
Surprise yourself with some new edibles and concentrate as a 
treat for a day with friends. It’s time to focus on rejuvenation and 
centering your vibes back to the simple joys of summer days.

VIRGO
Use cannabis to help stay rested this month. Your daily routine 
will get very busy and you need all the help you can get. Work 
sucks and it’s hot outside, but it doesn’t matter because you have 
good weed to smoke at home. The moon may cloud your love 
encounters this month but everything else is wide open!

PISCES
Remember that the darkest thoughts are next to the most 
beautiful. Be thankful for the wonderful friend you have in 
cannabis and just keep moving through the feelings of each day. 
You have some happy adventures coming in the next season of 
life. Stay strong and be ready for success!

LEO
This month is full of interesting vibes. Be extra careful of people 
wasting your energy by demanding your attention. Do not be 
afraid to say ‘no’ sometimes. Your gut will tell you when it’s okay 
to go a separate way. If something in life confuses you, slow down 
and smoke about it. Sleep on it and come back to it.

AQUARIUS
Using cannabis with your partner makes any ordinary occasion a 
special one. Invigorating indica strains bring a spark to your love 
life. Avoid long sessions of netflix, the couch is an easy place to 
get trapped. Keep your energy going by moving into uncharted 
territory and exploring new places together.

STARS AND STRAINS

Sunshine Daydream
Abundant Organics

Wedding Cake
House Exotics

Doc’s OG
Green Gene Genetics

Kandy Kush
Green Gene Genetics

Modified Banana
Shango Cannabis

GMO Cookies
Green Gene Genetics

White Chocolate #8
Tryke

Pixie Stick
Nothing But Rocks

Alien Cookies
Shango Cannabis

Blackwater OG
Tryke
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S e l f  R e f l e c t

Trainwreck
Yilo

Recommended Listening: It Aint Easy by Delta Spirit

Durban x Gushers
Mohave Cannabis
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“Dedication to 
a cause may 
legitimately 

entail sacrifices 
of personal 

interests, but 
not sacrifices 

of mind and 
conscience.”

- A Conflict of Visions
Thomas Sowell




